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PREFACE
The purpose of this paper is to describe the guidance
practices at Mary W. French School, Decatur, Illinois, and to
offer some suggestions for the improvement of those practices.
In order for the reader to better understand the
framework within which the Mary W. French School operates,
Chapter I deals with the philosophy and practices of the
Decatur Public Schools as they affect the work of Mary
French School.

A complete description of how these general

practices are applied at Mary
Chapter II.

w.

w.

French School follows in

In Chapter III the improvements suggested are

those which the writer, who is the principal of Mary

w.

French

School, believes are most needed and which can be attained in
the near future.

No attempt has been made to present an all

inclusive list of improvements which may be needed.
Those items which are starred in the bibliography are
the books, periodicals, and pamphlets, which are made available
by the principal for teacher use.
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CHAPTER I
THE PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICES OF THE DECATUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AS THEY AFFECT THE WORK OF MARY W. FRENCH SCHOOL
What

i.e. the school's philosophy?

The philosophy underlying the guidance practices at
the Mary

w.

French School is in agreement with the philosophy

of the Decatur Public Schools.
The following statements are taken from the Philosophy
of Education for the Decatur Public Schools:
We in the Decatur Public Schools believe:
1.

That education in a democratic society is
based on the belief that its members are or
can become properly equipped for participation
in the democratic process.

2.

That the characteristic values 2f
cratic society are:

~

demo-

(a.) A deep and abiding respect for the dig-

nity and worth of the individual.
A mutual responsibility of individuals
and groups for advancing general welfare.
( C) A faith in the intelligence of man.
(d) An equality of opportunity regardless of
race, religion, or economic status.
(b)

J.

That learning is a process which changes the
individual's mode of reacting to and upon his
environment.

4.

That the chief function 2f education is:
(a) To accomplish those physical, mental,

2

and moral changes in behavior which
will help develop a socially competent
and responsible individual.
( b) To guide these changes so that they will
be expressed in satisfactory human relations, healthful living, the business
of making a living, and adapting to and
improving one's environment.

5.

That the role of the school in a democratic
society i ~ ~ ~(a) To assume the responsibility for the

development of the basic academic
skills, attitudes and appreciations
necessary for social competency.
(b) To seek and coordinate the activities
of corr,munit.y agencies, including the
home, in working with the school 1 in
accompli.shing the total purpose.
Who assumes responsibility for

ill

guidance program?

Guidance Services Committee
In 1948 there was a need felt in the Decatur Public
Schools for a definite organization for faculty study and
planning.

Prompted by this need a planning committee was

organized.

It consisted of a building representative from

each of the eighteen elementary schools, a representative
from the elementary principal's group, and representation
from the central office staff.

Six areas for study grew out

of the thinking of this planning committee.
1

These committees

Decatur Public Schools, Present Status of the Elemen-

!!.r!. Curriculum, 1955. (Decatur, Illinois: Decatur Public
Scliools) Mimeographed.

3
are: guidance services, mathematics, science, social studies,
language arts, and fine arts.
The present organization of the guidance services
committee is: nineteen building representatives chosen by the
building faculties and two elementary principals chosen by
the elementary principals.

The building representatives

serve three years on the committee with one-third of the group
being new each year.

The elementary principals' group chooses

its representatives annually.
Early each spring the committees meet for their reorganization meeting.

At this time classroom teachers are

chosen by each group to serve as chairman, vice-chairman, and
recorder for the group.

The chairman of each of the six

curriculum area cormnittees automatically becomes a member of
the elementary curriculum cabinet.

This cabinet acts as a

steering committee or coordinating group for over-all elementary faculty study and planning.

Table I shows the relation-

ship between the groups.
Specific committees become activated by action from
the elementary curriculum cabinet.

The meetings of the ele-

mentary curriculum cabinet are held once each month.

For the

school year 1954-1955 two classroom teachers and the principal
from Mary W. French School were members of this cabinet.

Final

recommendations for changes in the elementary curriculum are
made by this cabinet.

No changes are made in any area, how-

•

I

TABLE I 2
Decatur Public Schools
Organization for Faculty Study and Planning

j Board

of Education

Superintendent of Schools
"'

Coordinating
Group

------Elementary Curriculum
Cabinet

/

4

6 Committee Chairmen
1 Elementary Principal
1 Central Office Person,
Ass't. Sup't. in
Charge of Elem. Educ.
Total - 9 members

~~; IJ,!h.l 1sc1!nc1 ~;~. ~~~:

19 building representatives plus 2 principals
on each of the above committees

///\l~

20 elementary buildingsj

Secondary Curriculum
Cabinet
11 Committee Chairmen
(Mostly department heads)
5 Secondary Principals
1 Curriculum Consultant
1 Assistant Superintendent
Total - 18 members
V

11 Curriculum and Service
Committees
5 Building representatives
1 Principal or Supervisor
on each committee
~

8 Department
3 Service Areas

5
ever, without recommendations from committees which have
made an intensive study of the problems.
When the guidance services committee was activated
in 1949, the following areas were thoroughly studied: reporting
pupil progress, testing program, promotional policies, and
cumulative records.

Working with Miss Ethel Kawin of the

University of Chicago as a consultant, the guidance services
committee studied the four areas of guidance mentioned.

Later

the study groups were expanded to include any interested elementary faculty member, representatives of the secondary
schools, and a representative group of lay persons.
Following this year of intensive study, recommendations were presented to all school personnel.

Revisions were

made and the present program of reporting pupil progress,
testing, promotional policies, and cumulative records was
adopted by the Board of Education.
Any further questions about proposed changes in these
areas are referred to the present guidance services committee.
It is then this committee's responsibility to study the problem
and to offer suggestions for a solution.
Since Mary W. French·School is a part of the Decatur
Public Schools, its policies are governed largely by the
recommendations of the guidance services committee.

6
Principal
All principals in the Decatur Public Schools are nonteaching supervisory principals.

They are directly responsible

for the use which is made of the guidance services in their
particular building.
follows:

Some of these responsibilities are as

Building organization; pupil and teacher orientation;

classroom visitations; conferences with teachers, parents, and
children; supervision of custodian; and public relations
program.
I

V Classroom Teacher

The classroom teacher is responsible for the individual
and group guidance of the children within her own room.

When

the services of special personnel are needed it is her duty
and privilege to ask the principal for the help needed.
Special School Personnel
The guidance program may be enhanced by the part-time
services of other personnel.

School personnel such as the

school nurse, the speech correctionist, the visiting counselor,
the psychologist, and the attendance officer may be called on
for help.
School Nurse - Physical and dental examinations are
required by Illinois Statute of all children in kindergarten

and in the third grade.

7
The school nurse checks to see that

all examinations are complete, records the data, and excludes
from school those children whose examinations are not completed
by the date set by the Decatur School Health Department.

She

records the results of vision tests which are given to children
in first and fifth grades by a nurse employed for this special
testing program.
ometer test

She also records the results of the audi-

which is given to all third grade children.

The

school nurse does any necessary follow-up checking with parents
on recommendations that are made as a result of the physical,
dental, vision, and hearing examinations.
All parents who are financially able take their child
to their family physician and dentist for the required examination.

If parents cannot afford to pay for this examination,

they are referred to the School Health Center for free group
physical and dental examinations.

These same children are

referred to the clinic at the Decatur and Macon County Hospital
for immunization.
In case of a referral to the psychologist, the school
nurse makes a home visit and obtains a more complete health
history on the child being referred.

She, then, is an important

liaison person.
Speech Correctionist - Speech re-education is one
phase of the special services available to the exceptional

8

child.

The six speech correctionists in the Decatur Schools

work with children who have defective speech in the twenty
elementary schools and four junior high schools.
Visitjn_g Co1..m:::klur - Decatur Public School.s has three
visiting counselors who service the twenty elementary schools
and four junior high schools.

Any child between the ages of five and twenty-one who
exhibits behavior and personality problems, has school failure
wi~hout obvious cause, is truant from home or school, or shows
evidence of parental neglect may be referred to the visiting
counselor.
The visiting counselor's work consists of observing
the child in the classroom, discussing the problem with the
classroom teacher and the principal, studying the home conditions, and talking with the child.

Following this study she

may interpret the child's actions in relationship to what she
has been able to ascertain through observation, teacher conference and home visits.

Her services, one of specialized

case work, supplement the contributions of the teacher and
other school personnel but is carried out in cooperation with
them.
The visiting counselor works very closely with other
agencies, such as Institute for Juvenile Research, Catholic
Charities, Family Service, Illinois Public Aid Commission,

9
Juvenile Probation Authorities, and others.
In most cases referrals to the Institute for Juvenile
Research are made upon the recommendation of the visiting
counselor.

Should the referral be accepted, the visiting

counselor contributes her findings to the case and along with
the classroom teacher, the principal, and the school nurse
sits in on the staffings later with the staff of the Institute
for Juvenile Research.
Psychologist - Decatur Public Schools are forttL~ate
to be able to avail themselves of the services of three area
psychologists whose offices are located at the Decatur School
Health Center, 252 West North Street, Decatur, Illinois.
Referral may be made to the psychologist for testing
from any one of the four following categories: (1) educable
mentally handicapped; (2) physically handicapped; (3) speech
handicapped; and (4) visiting counselor's referrals.

Requests

for referral forms may be made to the Public School Office
person in charge of the particular program.

The request may

be made by the classroom teacher or by the parents through the
principal or directly to the Public School Office person in
charge of the program.
After the referral is studied, the child may be tested.
Following the testing, a staffing will be held.

The visiting

counselor, the school nurse, the classroom teacher and the

10

principal attend the staffing.

In cases of extremely low

IQ, the psychologist may recommend that the child be placed
in an educable mentally handicapped room.
Attendance Officer - Whenever a case of absenteeism
needs to be checked, the attendance officer may be called.
He teaches part time and may be reached at his office at
Centennial Junior High School.

He, unlike, the old time truant

officer, is kindly, yet firm, in his attitude.

He attempts

to discover the reasons for the excessive absences.

He makes

it clear to the parent that the child is to be kept in school.
He then reports his findings to the principal.

If the truancy

continues, the attendance officer will make a second home
visit.

This time it is made definite that prosecution will

follow if the child is not kept in school.
Cooperating Agencies
Non-school personnel may also contribute to such a
program.

Included in this group are the Institute for Juvenile

Research, Juvenile Probation Authorities, Illinois Public Aid
Commission and other community agencies.
Institute for Juvenile Research - This institute maintains a child guidance clinic which provides psychological testing, diagnostic services, and limited treatment for socially
maladjusted children and their parents.

Traveling clinics are

11
conducted by the Institute at various points in the State of
Illinois.
The clinic is held each Thursday afternoon at 130
West Eldorado Street in Decatur.

Those responsible for the

clinic have Springfield and Champaign as their headquarters.
Referrals may be made through the school either by
the principal or the visiting counselor, by the Family
Service, or may be made directly by the parents themselves.
Referral forms3 are m~iled to Institute for Juvenile Research,

44 Main Street, Champaign, Illinois.
Following the referral, the clinic administers
psycholological tests, gives diagnostic services, holds conferences with the parents, and then conducts a staffing with
school personnel.

Present at these staffings are: a clinic

director, two psychologists, two psychiatrists, the school
nurse, the visiting counselor, the child's teacher, the
principal, and a representative from any other interested
agency.

At this staffing the findings are discussed and pos-

sible steps for improving the situations are outlined.

Some-

times the clinic will work with the parents and child over a
period of six months to a year.
Juvenile Probation Authorities - The probation officer
3see Appendix G, item 1.
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maintains his office in the County Building and deals with
the pupils who are paroled to him by court action.

From

time to time he may contact the school concerning the child's
school progress.
Illinois Public Aid Commission 4 - On some occasions
it is necessary for the school and the Illinois Public Aid
Commission to exchange information regarding families who
are receiving aid for dependent children.
makes its own home contacts.

The Commission

Likewise it may contact the

school principal concerning attendance and residence of certain
children whose parents are receiving aid.
Community Agencies - Besides the Institute for Juvenile Research, Juvenile Probation Authorities, and Illinois
Public Aid Commission, there are also a number of important
community agencies whose services are available.

Among them

are: Family Service, Catholic Charities, Salvation Army,
YMCA, and YWCA.
These agencies, partially financed through United
Funds donation, hdve recognized the fact that education and
guidance of individuals is a cooperative responsibility of the
school and community.
4 Illinois Public Aid Commission, 1891 North Water

Street, Decatur, Illinois.
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~ ~ t h e present program include?
As the Decatur Public School System has developed its
guidance program, it has also developed more adequate testing
programs, cumulative records, orientation programs, methods
of reporting pupil progress to parentst and promotional
policies.
Testing Program

t__./

The testing program developed by the guidance services
committee

haf; tv.10

main purposes - survey and diagnostic.

For

survey purposes, tests are used to indicate how the systemwide results compare with the national norms.

For diagnostic

purposes, they are used to help the teacher better understand
her pupils.

By so doing, she may then more intelligently

plan her work for the group and for the individuals in that
group.
Administration 9.f. Tests - FollCM'ing a two-year study
(1952-1954) of the testing program by the guidance services
committee, a testing program for use in the Decatur Elementary
Schools was recommended.

The following tests were recommended

for use in the Decatur Elementary Schools:
Kindergarten:

The California Short-Form Test of
Mental Maturity (Pre-Primarir-i~used
to determine whether or not any child
who will be five years of age between

14
December 2 and January 1 is elgible
to enter kindergarten in September preceding his fifth birthday. At the
parent's request, this test is administered in a small group situation at
the central office to the child during
the month of August.
At the request of the kindergarten
teacher, a Pitner-Cunningham Primary
Test may be used to help determine
the readiness of a kindergarten child
to progress to the first year of the
primary department. This test is used
only in doubtful cases and is administered by the principal.
1st year above
Kindergarten:

2nd year above
Kindergarten:

The Metropolitan Readiness Test is
administered by the teacher-ro-a11
children in the first year of the
primary department. It is given
early in September.
The Otis ~uick-Scoring Mental Ability
Test: All a Test - Short Form - New
Edition s adriiiriistered by the priricipal to all children in the second
year of the primary department during
the first two weeks of October.

3rd grade:

The Stanford Achievement Test - Primary Battery is administered by the
principal to all children in the third
grade during the period of October 16
to November 15.

4th grade:

The Stanford Achievement Test - Ele
mentary Battery is administered by
the principal to all children in the
fourth grade during the period of
October 16 to November 15.

5th grade:

The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability
Test:13eta Test - New Edition is administered by the principal to all
children in the fifth grade during

15
the first two weeks of October.
The Stanford Achievena=mt Test - Intermediate Battery Partial is administered
by the principal to all children in the
fifth grade during the period of October
16 to November 15.
6th grade:

Supplemental
Tests:

The Stanford Achievement Test - Intermediate Battery Partial anclthe Study
Skills Test are administered by the
principal to all children in the sixth
grade during the period of October 16
to November 15.
If a child has a severe reading
difficulty or there is a question
regarding the validity of his
obtained IQ from the regular testing
program, a teacher may request an
additional individual test for diagnostic purposes. In such cases,
the California Test of Mental Ability
will be administered by the person
agreed upo~ by the teacher and the
principal.

Scoring of Tests - All tests except the Otis QuickScoring Mental Ability Test: Beta Form for the fifth grade are
hand-scored by the teacher.

The Beta Form of the Otis Quick-

Scoring Mental Ability Test is machine scored.

For one year

tests in grades four through six were machine scored.

This

practice was discontinued for the following reasons:

the ex-

tensive interval of time between giving the tests and receiving scores tabulated by the machines, expense involved, and

5necatur Public Schools, Analyses and Interpretation
of the Elementar~ Testing Program.(Decatur, Illinois: Decatur
PubIIc Schools) iffieographed.
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objections made by teachers.
v Interpretation of Tests - The committee on reporting

pupil progress to parents recommended that test results be
interpreted during 8:. .. p~rent-teacher conference in reporting
the individual child's needs and accomplishments.

The aim

of such a conference would be the mutual understanding of the
child.
This committee further recommended the following
basic principles which should be well known, understood, and
followed.

They are:

A.

Standardized test results should never be sent
home to parents or discussed over the telephone.
They should be given only in personal conference with parents.

B.

Intelligence quotients, readiness test scores,
raw scores, specific grade placements, and age
equivalents of achievement tests should not be
given to parents under any circumstances.

c.

Teachers may tell parents that on the basis of
a particular test the results indicate that
the child:
1.

is or is not achieving to the level expected
of him for his ability.

2.

shows good growth in the particular areas
where he has achieved at or above capacity
level.

J.

needs help and to work harder in the areas
where test results indicate achievement
below capacity level.

4.

is or is not doing as well as the class as
a whole.

17
Quartile and percentile ratings of the class
might be used for comparison of national norms
and class norms.
D.

Finally and primarily for the teacher's own use
the following guiding principles should be considered for adherence:
1.

The results of individual pupil attainment
in tests should never be a topic of careless
or "idle" conversation between school personnel nor to those not directly concerned
with these results.

2.

Single tests of mental abilities or achievement should never be used in categorizing
pupils.

J.

Norms should never be regarded as standards
of excellence. One half of the children,
on a national basis, will not achieve up to
them, and the other half should not be contented with merely average achievement.
Norms are guideposts. Deviations from them
must be judged desirable or undesirable in
view of the goals set by the local curr~culum for children of varying abilities.
Cumulative Records

The following forms for recording cumulative information are used:

pupil's folder, entrance form, registration

form, scholarship and attendance record, health record card,
and cumulative card.
Pupil's Folder - When a child enters the Decatur Public
Schools for the first time, the information on the entrance

•
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form7 (blue) and the registration form 8 (white) is supplied
by the parent.

Such information as name of child, certifi-

cation of birth record data, name of parents, adults living
in the home, names of children living in the home, and a
record of the other schools attended is recorded on the pupil's
folder9,at the time of entrance into Decatur Public Schools.
This material is typed on the pupil's folder by the office
secretary.

The child's name and birthdate are typed on

gummed tabs - blue for the boys and pink for the girls.

These

tabs are then placed on the index portion of the folder in
order to facilitate filing procedures.
The pupil's folders are kept in the teacher's files
in the classroom where they are readily accessible to the
teacher, visiting counselor, school nurse, and principal.

At

no time is the folder given to the parent or the child.
It is the responsibility of the classroom teacher to
complete the records necessary for the maintenance of the
pupil's folder after it has been started in the school office.
These directions are given for the maintenance of the pupil's
folder:

7 see Appendix
8

See Appendix

9See Appendix

c,
c,
c,

item 1.
item 2.
item 3.
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2.

PUPIL'S FOLDER
a.

Record significant changes such as family
status, death of a parent, etc.

b.

If you know of any special services the
pupil is receiving, any special problems
he is having or any special abilities he
is showing, check the appropriate items
on the third page. Explain any entries
you wish under "Comments". This record
will be helpful only if each teacher uses
it freely.

c.

Add first or profile sheet from each test
after the results have been recorded on the
cumulative card.

d.

Add carbon copy of REPORT TO PARENTS (K-1-2).

e.

Add significant data or materials.
to include year when dating these.

f.

Keep similar forms stapled together, always
adding the latest to the top of the pile.

g.

At the end of the year or when a child is
transferred or dismissed from your room
during the school year, complete the entry
for youroroom on the front of the pupil's
folder.

Be sure

The pupil's folder furnishes a cumulative record for
the child as he progresses from kindergarten through his
senior year in high school.
Registration

!2r.!!! - Each year the registration form

is completed by the parent at the opening of school.

By this

10necatur Public Schools, Directions for Keeping Records
i n ~ Elementary Schools of Decatur, Illinoi-;-fDecatur,
Illinois: Decatur Public Sc.'1ools, September l954), pp. 19-20.
Mimeographed.
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means the information on the pupil's folder, the health card,
the cumulative card, and the attendance and scholarship record
is kept up to date.

This registration form is filed in the

pupil's folder at the end of each school year.
Attendance and Scholarship Record - The attendance
and scholarship record, commonly known as the green sheet 11 ,
furnishes a complete yearly record of absences, tardiness,
truancy, conference record, comments, and space for indicating
reading level and series of readers used.

On the back of the

sheet is a space for recording the report card grades and
anecdotal information on social or academic growth for all
grades.
Health Card - Each child also has a cumulative health
card 12 •

The basic information is typed on this card by the

secretary when the child first enters Decatur Public Schools.
All available health information is recorded on the card
by the school nurse.
Height and weight and a record of communicable diseases
and other illnesses are put on the health card during each
school year by the classroom teacher.
11 see Appendix C, item

4.

12 see Appendix C, item 5.
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Cumulative Card - The cumulative card

13 has a complete

simplified record of all schools attended, home addresses,
birth record certification data, scholarship, attendance, and
test score data.

During the school year the cumulative cards

are kept in the elementary school office and are accessible
to any school personnel.

At the end of the school year the

cumulative cards are sent to the Public School Office where
they are filed by schools during the time school is not in
session.
Transfer of Records - Since cumulative records are
very basic for an effective guidance program some means of
transfer of these records is imperative.

Decatur Public

Schools has such a plan in operation.
When a child transfers to a school within the Decatur
System, the cumulative record for the child is sent to the
school in which he has enrolled.

Directions for the comple•

tion of these records for transfers include:
e.

PUPIL'S FOLDER
1.

Complete the entry for your room on the
front of the PUPIL'S FOLDER.

2.

If you have entered additional information
in the appropriate places and kept the record
on the second and third pages up-to-date,
there are no further entries necessary.

3.

Add the following forms to the folder:

1 3see Appendix C, item 6.
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Current ATTENDANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD
REGISTRATION F8RM
HEALTH RECORD CARD
APPLICATION FOR RENTAL OF TEXTBOOKS
CUMULATIVE CARDS

4.

4

Send the rec£ d material to the office in
your school.

When a child leaves the Decatur Public Schools, the
cumulative card is completed and is sent to the Public School
Office at the end of the year as a left-the-school record.
If a request comes for a child's record from a school outside
of Decatur, a copy is made of the information on the cumulative
card and is sent to the school requesting such information.
A copy of the health record card is also sent to another
school upon the request of the school.

Some anecdotal infor-

mation may be included if the case so warrants.
Orientation of Teachers and Pupils
Teacher - Teacher orientation in the Decatur Public
Schools entails several things.

For some time it has been

the practice for the building principal in whose building
a vacancy occurs to be present when a prospective teacher
is being interviewed.

If at all possible the teacher is told

the type of room she is to have.

Visiting the building,

1 4necatur Public Schools, Directions for Keeping
Records in the Elementary Schools 2f Decatur, Illinois
(Decatu~·, I:.Jirwis: Decatur Public Schools, September, 1954),
p. 21. Mimeographed.
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seeing the room, meeting the faculty, and getting better
acquainted with the principal are encouraged.
After the teacher is employed and has received her
assignment, she may look forward to a three-day orientation
period before school starts in the fall.

At this time the

teacher becomes better acquainted with the program of the
Decatur Public Schools.

This is done through a well-balanced

orientation program which is planned and conducted by classroom teachers and administrators.

During this short period,

an overview of all curriculum areas is presented at group
meetings.

An exhibit of teacher-made teaching devices,

especially in the fields of arithmetic and language arts,
is on display during the orientation period.
Following this presentation the beginning teachers
spend three afternoons in the building where they are to teach.
During this brief time they are free to peruse the books and
materials to be used in their rooms and to exam:ine the pupils'
cumulative records.
Early in October each teacher new to Decatur is given
an opportunity to visit in other Decatur Schools.
visitation days are planned by grade levels.

These

For instance

all new kindergarten teachers visit kindergarten teachers in
three or four other schools.

An attempt is made to visit

schools of different sizes.

The regular daily classes are

conducted on the visiting days thereby giving as true a picture
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as possible of everyday practices.

These visiting days are

planned by the Administrative Assistant in Elementary Education.
Discussion periods are held immediately following the visitations.
Pupil - Just as new teachers need orientation to help
them fit into new situations so do new pupils and parents
need orientation to help them adjµst to their new school.
Some evidence of city-wide orientation programs are found at
the kindergarten and the sixth grade level.
Kindergarten - Early in March a city-wide kindergarten
registration day is held.

Medical blanks and a bulletin

entitled "Your Child Goes to Kindergartenn 1 5 are given to the
parents.
Sixth Grade - In order to help bridge the gap between
sixth grade and junior high school the sixth grade teacher
completes a report on each child.

This Student Personal

Record 16 check list is then sent to the Junior High School
where it is used by the guidance personnel.
Reporting Pupil Progress to Parents
Parents of children in the Decatur Elementary Schools
1 5see Appendix E, item 1.
16see Appendix E, item 2.
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become familiar with two plans for reporting pupil progress.
In kindergarten, grades one and two the plan used is different
from the plan used in grades three through six.
Kindergarten, Grades One !!ll!, Two - At these grade
levels a parent conference and a written progress report 17
are used.

The following statement of policies governing re-

porting pupil progress is from the Present Status .Qf

~

Elementa;rx Curriculum:
The means of reporting pupil progress to parents
of children in the kindergarten and the first and
second years of the primary department consists of
a minimum of one parent-teacher conference, a written
progress report, and a written statement at the end
of the year. There are no time limits for scheduling
conferences or preparing written reports. However,
reports should be spaced in such a way as to make
whichever report comes second (written or oral) a
true progress report. Teachers of first year primary children are urged to have conferences early
in the year with parents of children who might be
retarded. The elementary principals• group recommends that either a conference or a written report
about each child be completed by Christmas vacation.
They further recommend that the seC£§d report about
each child be completed by May 1st.
Grades Three through~ - At these levels there is
a combination of parent conference and report card 19 •

Policies

17see Appendix D, item 1.
18Decatur Public Schools, Present Status of the Elementarz Curriculum (Decatur, Illinois: Decatur Publrc-Schools,
1955}. Mimeographed.

19

See Appendix D, item 2.
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regulating reporting at these levels are as follows:
The child's progress in grades three, four, five
and six will be reported to the parent four times
during the school year; three times by means of a
report card and once by means of a conference. The
cards will be sent home the fourth Wednesday in
October and January, and the last day of school.
The conference will be scheduled between February 1
and May 1.
The letter marks V (very good); S (satisfactory);
W (weak); and U (unsatisfactory) will be used to
indicate the child's progress in comparison with
the other children in his room. The teacher's
comments will indicate the child's progress with
his own past achievement and apparent ability. In
checking social growth on the card an x means that
improvement is needed for the specific item; no
mark means satisfactory. The conference is to be
used to give the parent information about the
child's achievement in comparison with chiljren
throughout the nation, as ~0cured from the testing
program listed previously. ·
Promotional Policies
At the same time that the guidance services committee,
working with Miss Ethel Kawin of the University of Chicago,
was making a study of reporting pupil progress, the testing
program, and cumulative records, it was also studying the
promotional policies of the Decatur Public Schools.
The committee ,,s final recommendation which was approved
by the Board of Education is divided into two parts: (1) general
20

Decatur Public Schools, Present Sta.tus of the llimentary Curriculum (Decatur, Illinois: Decatur Publi~chools,
1955). Mimeographed.
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practices - kindergarten through grade twelve, and (2) elementary practices.

The report states:

I. General Practices
Kindergarten through Grade Twelve
Those promotional practices in which a significant majority of the total staff of the Decatur
Schools state they believe, are as follows:

A.

The greater majority of pupils should be
promoted, but automatic promotion of all
pupils cannot be justified.

B.

Pupils who seem to be potential retention
cases should be studied with a view toward
making the best possible decision, and each
case should be decided on its own merits.

C.

In striving to reach a decision in regard
to each case, one should consider the following:
1.
2.
).

4.
5.
D.

The possible effects of retention.
The likelihood of gain resulting
from retention.
Psychiatric advice if available.
Results of standardized tests.
The pupil's social adjustment.

Retention is justifiable in cases where
achievement is too far below standard if
this is caused by any of the following:
1.
2.
).

4.

Frequent or prolonged absence. ,
Lack of effort by capable pupils.
Physical immaturity.
Social immaturity.

E.

Automatic retention because of failure to
meet certain standards without regard to
any other factor cannot be justified.

F.

The decision to retain a pupil should not
be the responsibility of the teacher alone.

G.

If retention is found to be necessary, a
sincere attempt should be made to get parents
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to agree, but parents should not hold the
veto power.
II.

Elementary Practices

These additional promotional practices in which
a significant number of elementary teachers state
they believe are as follows:
A.

Retention should be restricted to the primary department as much as possible.

B.

A pupil should seldom be retained more than
once in his elementary school career.

C.

Repeated retention of pupil~ 1 of low intelligence is not justifiable.
How do the present eractices affect
the public's attitude toward~ school?

Decatur has a very active PTA City Council organization.

Members of the administrative staff of the Decatur

schools, local PTA presidents, local PTA committee chairmen,
and all school principals attend the meetings of this group.
The city superintendent of schools keeps the PTA City Council
informed on school policies, school needs, and ways in which
the group may help in meeting these needs.
In each school referendum, the PTA's have organized
in an effort to inform the public.

They have served as block

workers, have served on telephone committees, and have pooled
their cars for transportation of voters to the poles.

21 Ibid.

An
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excellent example of the public's belief in its schools is
the recent referendum on March 27.

On that date well-informed

voters of the Decatur School District voted one million dollars
in bonds for new buildings.

An increase in the maximum rate

for the educational fund was also approved in this referendum.
The newspapers have been most helpful in presenting
the facts to the public.

They have also helped in establish-

ing a good relationship between the schools and the public.
Monthly parent-teacher meetings, informal visits to
the school by parents, parent-teacher conferences, and regular
information bulletins from the school office keep the parents
informed and help create a feeling of belonging.
education groups sponsored by local

PTA

Parent

units have been organ-

i~ed this past year in several schools.
Parents take major parts in kindergarten registration,
bond issues, and polio drives.

Lay people serve on committees

and have a definite part in forming policies in such matters
as reporting pupil progress, promotional policies, cumulative
records, and the testing program.
Teachers, custodian, and pupils all interpret school
policies to the public.

The better informed the community,

the closer the relationship between the home and school becomes.
Perhaps there is no better way to achieve good public
relations than by a well-planned guidance program which is
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sensitive to the character of the needs of the community.

A

knowledge of the economic status and cultural backgrounds of
students coming from different types of homes is imperative
for those whose job it is to plan and implement an effective
guidance program.

CHAPTER II
THE GUIDANCE PRACTICES AT MARY W. FRENCH SCHOOL
What is the setting?
The Physical Aspects of Mary W. French School
Mary W. French School, one of the twenty elementary
schools in Decatur, Illinois, is located at 520 West Wood
Street.

The building is a two-story brick structure, built

in 1914, and located on school property compriaing one-half

of a city black. 22
The following business establishments are located
directly across the street to the south:

Dawson and Wikoff's

beautiful funeral home with its attractively landscaped
grounds, Ashby's Television and Radio Service, Peters' large
Super-Market, and Livergood's Service Station.

To the south

and east, Arganbright's Dental Clinic and a beauty shop are
located.

A residential area forms the east, north, and west

boundaries of the school property.
The building is situated near the center of the school
grounds with play areas on the east and west sides.

Both play

areas have black-top surfaces and are enclosed with a high
fence.

The areas are equipped with bars, jungle gyms, basket22

See Appendix A.
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ball goals, and a volley ball court.

The black-top surface

is marked off for circle ball, hopscotch, and softball.
The girls use the east side of the playground for
play purposes.

They enter and leave the building through

the south entrance.

The west area is used by the boys who

enter and leave the building through the north entrance.
The school enrollments have increased steadily from
189 in 1935 to 340 in 1956.

It has been necessary to have

two recess periods because of this increased enrollment.

Even

with this arrangement the playground is still overcrowded.
There are two teachers on playground duty at each
morning recess period and for ten minutes before the morning
and afternoon sessions.

A regular physical education program

is followed in the afternoon.

Not more than three classes

are on the playground at any one time during the afternoon.
Each teacher supervises her own group in its games for a
twenty or thirty minute period depending upon the grade level.
During inclement weather the supervised play activities are
held within the classroom.
For many years only six rooms were used as classrooms.
Later the auditorium was converted into one classroom and more
recently into two classrooms.
first used as a classroom.

In 1947 a basement room was

Since 1951 a second basement room

has been used as a classroom.

The speech room occupies the

space formerly used only as the Mary W. French Memorial
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Library. One small basement room serves a variety of uses.
Among them are: a storage room for school supplies. first
aid room, a classroom for instrumental band instruction,
location of the milk cooler used in connection with the government milk program, and a voting room.
On the mezzanine floor is a small room used as the
office.

In spite of the apparent crowded condition there is

one spot in the building where teachers can go daily for a
short relaxation period.

This is the comfortable, recently

decorated, newly furnished teachers.' lounge.

The short daily

coffee break during recess is looked upon with high favor by
the teaching staff.

It is also an excellent staff morale

builder.
The reg

0

,i.JtJ

from 1:15 to 3:30.

r· school hours are from 8: 45 to 11: 45 and

In the morning, the kindergarten and first

grade dismissal time is 11:15.

In the afternoon, the first

grade dismissal time is 3:00.

There are two very busy street

crossings - College and Wood, Main and Monroe.

Patrol girls

escort kindergarten and first grade children across these busy
corners since their dismissal time is different from the rest
of the school.

Patrol boys from the fifth and sixth grades

guard the crossings as the children go to and from school.
operate the push button lights as they guard the crossings.
The fifth and sixth grade boys and girls also act as
hall guards within the building.

Fifth grade boys comprise

They
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the flag squad.

These boys hoist the flag at the opening of

school each morning and lower the flag each evening.

They

have volunteered to assist the playground teacher especially
during the snowball season.
The school has always been tribute minded, it seems,
as it can boast of six memorials.

The school itself was

named for a veteran Decatur High School teacher, Mary White
French.

A $500 fund was left by Miss Mary W. French.

The

interest from this fund was to go toward the upkeep of the
Mary W. French Memorial Library.
two memorials.

In the lower hall there are

On the east wall is a fountain called "The

Goose Girl" by the artist, Ida McClelland Stout.
bears the inscription:

"In Memory of Katherine Dempsey;

five Years, Teacher and Principal of This School.
1916."

This memorial
Twenty-

September 23,

On the west wall a beautiful piece of statuary, the work

of Leonard Crunelle, was installed on July 13, 1922 in memory
of Miss Marion Dills, one time loved teacher in Mary W. French
School.

In the front yard is a tree which bears a plaque

having this inscription:

"This Tree Dedicated in Memory of

Roger Kenney Powers, Our Classmate and Friend, December 17,
1919.

May 6, 1927."
Several years went by without additional memor·ials.

Then in September 1953, an electrically cooled drinking fountain was given to the school by Mr. T. r)ouglas Johnson and his
neighbors in memory of his wife, Esther Johnson.
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A bri

history23 of :M.sry W. French School was used

as a feature story in the Decatur Revlew on Tuesday,

1955.

r.:ay l?,

This was one of n series of stories featuring each

elementary school in Decatur, Illinois.
The School Personnel
In February 1956, Mary W. French School had an enrollment of 340 children.

Ten classrooms housing children in kin-

dergarten through the sixth grade are now being used.

The

faculty includes ten teachers and a full-time supervising
principal.

In addition to the regular teaching staff, a full-

time secretary, and a custodian, the school is fortunate in
having the part-time services of a school nurse, a speech
correctionist, a visiting counselor, and an instrumental band
instructor.
In the forty-two years Mary W. French School has had
five principals with the writer being the fifth.

The writer

is now completing three and one-half years as principal.
Table II on the following page indicates the degrees
held by the staff, their teaching experience in Decatur, their
total teaching experience, and the present teacher load by
grades.

This table shows that in Mary W. French School: there

is one combination room; all teachers except one have a

23 see Appendix B.
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TABLE II
PREPARATION, EXPERIENCE, AND PUPIL LOAD OF TEACHERS
IN MARY W. FRENCH SCHOOL, DECATUR, ILLINOIS
iJegrees held
Grade
-

Name

Bachelor

Master

Years of Teaching
Exoerience
In Decatu:i: Total

··-

Number of
Pupils
AM

25

9

21

7

19

28

7

21

2S

3

19!

34

X

4

18

34

Teacher F

X

9

21

35

Grade 4

Teacher

G

X

1

7

39

Grade 5

Teacher

H

X

1

Grade 5

Teacher I

Grade 6

Teacher J

Principal

Teacher K

Kindergarten

Teacher A

X

Grade 1

Teacher

B

X

Grade 1

Teacher C

X

Grade 2

Teacher D

X

Grade 2 & 3

Teacher E

Grade 3

X

X

10 hr.

X

Aug.

X

1956

25

2

28

g

26

13

21

37

10

28

1

X

Less tha1
Bachelor

PM

Non-teachii ~·
Supervisor:
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Bachelor's Degree; three teachers have a Master's Degree; a
fourth teacher is to receive a Master's Degree in August 1956;
the range of teaching experience is from two to twenty-eight
years with an average of sixteen and eight-tenths years; and
the nuffiber of years of teaching experience in Decatur alone
varies from one to thirteen years with an average of six years.
Socio-economic and Educational Status of Families
Whose Children Attend Mary W. French School
The children who attend Mary W. French School represent
a wide range in socio-economic status.

Represented are those

of the higher economic status whose grandparents attended the
old "Wood Street School" long before Mary W. French School
was built in 1914, those of average incomes, an increasing
number of Negroes, and a transient group of lower economic
status.
Several of the families have maid service and vacation
in Florida during the winter months.

The children of these

families enjoy many opportunities such as a high standard of
living within the home, social dancing lessons, membership in
the Decatur Club, Y membership, and affiliations with the
Country Clubs.

There are also those families who live in

crowded quarters and lack even the bare necessities of life.
Children attending Mary W. French School live within
a radius of eight blocks and go home for lunch.

The thirty-

.38

five families in which both parents work, the parents have
voluntarily made arrangements for the care of their children
during the noon hour.

It is interesting to note that this

is fifteen percent of all families having children in Mary

W. French School.
On the basis of information supplied by parents on the
pupil's registration blank, the families having children in
Mary

w.

French School were classified on the Minnesota Scale

of Parental Occupation as follows:
Number of
Families

I.
II.
III.

IV.
V.

VI.
VII.

Professional

22

Semi-professional and Managerial

58

Clerical, Skilled Trades, and
Retail Business

44

Farmers (Large Land Owners)

2

Semi-skilled Occuaptions, Minor
Clerical Positions, and Minor
Business

38

Slightly Skilled Trades and Occupations requiring little training
or ability

26

Day Laborers of all classes
(including agriculture)

46

Total Families

236

From this study the following facts are apparent:
about one-half of the families are in the higher socioeconomic group; about one-fifth are in the day laborer group.
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Included in the professional group are doctors, senators,
lawyers, mi,isters, and teachers.

In the second group are

managers in industry, personnel directors, and of'fice managers.
In the first six months of the school year, 1955-1956,
twelve families new to Decatur entered .M.ary W. French School.
Fourteen families transferred into Mary W. French School from
other Decatw· Schools.
twenty-six families.

Forty-two children entered from these
During that same tLne thirteen families

transferred to other schools within Decatur and nine families
left thP. city.

'I'hirty-two children left Mary

w.

French

School either by transfer or dismissal.
Although there ha.s been a gain of only four families
having children of school age who moved into Mary W. French
School District during the past year, there is evidence that
somewhat greater enrollments may be expected in the near future.
This prediction seems to be correct since several old houses
are being purchased by families with children and other houses
are being converted into apartments vu.ch are being rented to
families with children.
Religious, Racial, and Civic Characteristics of Families
Whose Children Attend Mary W. French School
Religious - A wide variety of religions are represented.

-

Greek Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish religions
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are found in the area served by Mary W. French School.
Racial - Of the 340 children enrolled, sixty-two or
eighteen percent are colored.
in crowded quarters.

Many of these families live

With the wide range of occupations and

nationalities - Greek, Jews, Negroes - Mary W. French School
has often been spoken of as a "melting pot" or a cosmopolitan
area.
Civic - For the most part the families served by
Mary W. French School are law abiding citizens who are home
owners.

They take pride in their homes, many of which are

beautiful big homes with spacious yards.

Leaders in civic

drives and campaigns are found in this area.
Characteristics of Pupils
Who Attend Mary W. French School
Mental Abilities - According to the results of the
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests given at the second
and fifth grade levels, IQ scores of pupils in the Mary W.
French School range from eighty-nine to one hundred fifty.

A

large percentage of these scores are one hundred or above.
Some classes have as many as half of the class with IQ scores
ranging from one hundred to one hundred thirty.
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Achievements - Many pupils achieve high scholastic
standing in all curriculum areas.

The development of musical

ability and talent in art are encouraged by the home and the
school.

Private lessons at home and instrumental music lessons

at school are made available to many.
Attitudes toward School - With the exception of a few
children, the attitude toward school is excellent.

Their

attendance is good and their attitude cooperative.

Most cases

of truancy occur within the small transient group of both
white and colored children.
Social - Private dancing lessons, membership in Decatur
Club, YMCA membership, YWCA membership, cub scouts, brownies,
girl scouts, skating parties, luncheons, and birthday parties
are enjoyed by a large number of those children attending
Mary W. French School.

Some attend camps during the summer.

Many of the birthday and skating parties include all members
of the child's room as well as the teacher.

A large number of

the children have their teacher and principal in their homes
for lunch sometime during the school year.
On the other hand due to socio-economic status of the
home, there are those children who are denied these privileges.
Children in this group come from both white and colored families.

These children are included in some social activities

which are initiated by the parents in the higher economic status.
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~ s e r v i c e s ~ provided for ~eachers
to h e l p ~ ~ with their teaching problems?
Principal-Classroom Visitations
During the month of March, seventeen classroom visitations were made by the principal.
least an hour in length.
ing:

Each of the visits was at

Observations were made of the follow-

children's reactions, the ability of the teacher to meet

individual and group needs, the classroom atmosphere, and the
manner in which the lessons were presented.

Some classroom

visitations are scheduled with the teacher, some are 1~1announced,
and others are made at the request of the teacher.
Principal-Teacher Conferences
Preceding Teaching - Two types of supervisory conferences are used at Mary W. French School.
the conference preceding teaching.
purposes:

The less common is

It has been used for these

cooperative planning of a testing program, giving

assistance to a teacher in planning a new unit of learning,
or help in planning a demonstration lesson to be undertaken
by the teacher.
Following Visitations - Generally this conference is
an outgrowth of a classroom visitation.
following may be discussed:

Such problems as the

how to better meet the individual
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needs of children; how to more clearly understand the proble:ms
of certain children; and how to secure help for those who
present specific problems.
For example, at the time the writer became principal
of Mary W. French School, one teacher was experiencing a
great amount cf difficulty with her third grade class.

It was

evident to the writer that individual needs of children were
not being met.

The Assistant to the Elementary Supervisor

was contacted for help.
and made recommendations.

He administered a series of tests
The class was then grouped for the

skill subjects and within a month's time the atmosphere within
the room had improved greatly.

This teacher was sincerely

grateful for the individual guidance which was given her.
Personal Reasons - Principal-teacher conferences are
held following the exchange of the Growth Pattern 24 which is
used in all the Decatur Public Schools.

The writer has made

it a practice to discuss any suggestions for teacher growth
or improvement before the growth pattern is written.

In this

way the principal is able to give guidance in helping this
teacher with her particular problem.
Occasionally there is a teacher who has a personality
problem.

There was such a person at Mary W. French School.

Numerous conferences were held with this teacher.
24 see Appendix G, item J and item 4.

Some were
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held following the teacher's request.
were requested by the principal.

Some of the conferences

An honest sincere effort

was made to build up a feeling of security within th.is person.

The use of praise, understanding, and the willingness to
listen to personal problems all helped in the guidance program
for this teacher.

At the present time the above mentioned

teacher is on temporary leave for health reasons.
Orient~tion Programs
New Teachers - During the week preceding the opening
of school in the fall, teachers new to Mary W. French School
meet with the building principal.

The school's philosophy

of teaching - purposeful learning through normal, natural,

and meaningful experiences - is discussed.
lative records are made available.

The pupils' cumu-

After the teacher has had

an opportunity to study these records, a second conference
is held.
Such things as daily schedules, grade assignments,
pupil load, general building procE:dures, and cumulative
records are discussed.

An attempt is made to give the teacher

new to the building a feeling of security and belonging before
the teacher meets her pupils and their parents.

It is the

feeling that this orientation program is quite profitable to
the new teacher.

It seems to satisfy a definite need for

both the teacher and the principal.
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Substitute Teache!.:.2 - Substitute teachers are requit·ed
in case of the teacher's illness or accident, serious illness
or death of relatives and friends, or attendance at profes3ional meetings.

Many times the substitute is called on short

notice of not more than an hour.
When a substitute teacher reports to the office at
Mary

w.

French School, she is given a bulletin 2 5 for substitute

teachers.

She is encouraged to read this bulletin.

Either

the secretary or principal shows the substitute to the class-

room.
The regular classroom teachers are requested to prepare
the following for use by the substitute teacher: a seating
chart or class list; a copy of the daily program; and a brief
outline of the work to be covered.

This information is filed

in the teacher's desk where it can readily be found when the
substitute arrives.
The members of the staff are friendly toward substitutes
and are always willing to help them in any way possible.
Faculty Meetings
Three types of teachers' meetings are planned at Mary

w.

French School.

They are: (1) the social gathering, (2) the

administrative meeting, and (3) the supervisory group conference.
2 5see Appendix E, item J.
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Social - Early in the school year the staff selects
a social committee.
its chairman.

This committee of three persons chooses

The members of this committee assume the lead

in planning most of the staff social meetings during the year.
a

A Christmas dinner and party,/special luncheon at institute
time, and an informal tea for two student teachers comprise
the meetings for the current year.

The social committee's

duty also includes sending flowers and/or cards to teachers
who are ill.
Administrative - In the administrative type faculty
meeting such matters as school organization, routine matters,
administrative policies, and phases of public relations are
discussed.

Many times an administrative bulletin takes the

place of a meeting of this nature.
Supervisory - The third type of meeting is the supervisory meeting.

At one of the meetings the speech correction-

ist explained the speech reeducation program.

She showed some

devices which she uses and explained how the classroom teacher
may help the child who is receiving speech reeducation.
Teachers who have attended conferences often give the
highlights of the meetings and explain how the application of
ideas received at the conference might be made in the classroom.

Some of examples of conference reports that have been

presented are:

Association for Childhood Education International
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meeting in Denver; Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development meeting in New York City; Physical Education
Conference in Madison, Wisconsin; Illinois Classroom Teachers
meeting in Springfield, Illinois; Western Arts Conference in
St. Louis; and the Betts Reading Clinic in Philadelphia.
Often it is necessary to get group reaction to citywide projects.

Teacher representatives on the Policies

Cor:uni ttee, Elementary Curriculum Cabinet, Executive Board of
Decatur Education Association, and Decatur Association for
Childhood Education explain matter~ pertaining to their
respective committees and ask for the group's reaction.
During the current school year, three two-hour meetings
have been of the workshop type.

The teachers of Mary W. French

School met with the teachers of Lincoln School for an art
workshop.

These meetings were planned by the Coordinator of

Art Education and her assistant.

During the week following

the workshop, demonstrations were taught in each class by the
Coordinator of Art Education and her assistant.

The purpose

of the demonstrations was to implement the newly learned
techniques in a classroom situation.

This particular type

meeting followed by demonstrations offers not only group
guidance but individual teacher guidance as well.

Professional Library
As the professional leader of the school, the principal
of Mary W. French School feels that she should keep abreast of
professional literature.

By so doing she is in a position to

give teachers in the school constructive help by suggesting
or recommending outstanding publications which deal with their
particular intersts.

The principal makes available to the

teaching staff of the school many professional publications
from her own personal library.

Starred items in the bibliog-

raphy beginning on page 75 are publications furnished by the
principal.
What guidance services~ provided for the children?
Much of the guidance at Mary W. French School is found
in the activity of the classroom teacher.

It is the teacher

who greets the children each morning, who plans for and leads
in learning situations, w~o supervises games, and who assists
when difficulties arise.
Authorities on guidance are agreed that teachers
should have training in guidance.

For example, Willey says

that to be successful in guidance work classroom teachers
should have:
(1) an understanding of the characteristics of children at different age levels; {2) knowledge of the

e
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learning process; ( 3) knowledge of emotions, attitudes,
and interest8~ and(~) special training in the field
of guidance .... ·
The teachers at Mary W. French School vary to a considerable
degree in guidance trBining.

Only three teachers have taken

courses actually dea1ing with elementary g~.ddance.

One

additional teacher has had a leadership training course for
parent education work.

However, each teacher does apply some

guidance principles in dealing with her boys and girls.
Most of the teachers see their job as fourfold: (l} to
learn as much about each individual child as possible; (2) to
help each child as much as she is able; (3) to identify the
problems which are beyond her skill and time to solve; and (4)
to refer these children to the principal.
The teachers use two sources of information in learning about their pupils.

First, up-to-date pupil records and

reports are available for the use of the classroom teacher.
Each teacher has the cumulative folder of every child in her
room.

She studies these records in order to deter~ine the

pattern of growth of each individual child.

By studying these

records the classroom teacher gathers the following inforn~tion:
any physical defects, diseases, years of retardation, number
of different schools attended, attendance record, scholarship
26Roy DeVerl Willey, Guidance 1n Elementary Education
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1952}, p. 35.
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record, special services received, position of child in the
family, occupation of parents, and the child's intelligence
quotient.

In addition to the cumulative record, most class-

room teachers have folders in which to keep each child's work
during the year.
daily work.

This folder contains samples of the pupil's

The contents of this folder have proved useful

in helping the pupil to see his o~n problems and progress.
They have also proved valuable in parent conferences.
The second source of information which teachers use
is teacher-made tests over academic materials and projective
tests over social and emotional situations.

The more a teacher

knows about each child the better job of teaching she can do.
Teachers at Mary W. French School are quick to detect
symptoms of fatigue, illness, or a communicable disease.

As

a result, it isn't unusual for the school nurse's mailbox in
the office to contain several requests when she comes to the
school on Friday morning.
Using the information about the child, plans are
formulated by the teacher to work with the child both on an
individual and group guidance basis.
Individual Guidance
Most of the individual guidance is limited to those
children who present definite and urgent problems. Currently
there are twenty-three children who have had some help from
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the visiting counselor at some time during their school life.
In order to better understand how these children are handled
at Mary W. French School typical case histories will be given.
An attempt is made in each case to show how test results,
cumulative records, promotional policies, reporting to parents,
special school personnel, and cooperating agencies are used.
The Socially Maladjusted Child - Student A, a sevenyear old Negro boy, entered the second grade at Mary
School in September 1951.
Brownsville, Tennessee.

w.

French

He had attended the first grade in
His record from there showed that

his attendance had been good.

The following citizenship items

were checked as needing improvement: promptness, courtesy,
and cooperation.
Student A was absent twenty days in second grade and
was promoted to the third grade at the end of the 1951-1952
school year.

At the beginning of the third grade he was read-

ing on first grade level and later in this grade he read on
second grade level.

His marks in this grade were unsatisfactory.

His attitude was hostile, stubborn, and one of striking out
against others.

He became such a problem that he was suspended

from school for two weeks.

When he returned to school, he

behaved better.
The visiting counselor was contacted and the child
was referred to the psychologist for testing.

A staffing was
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held at which time it was reported that Student A should be
able to do low average work.

The counselor and princi.pal

worked with Student A during the remainder of third grade.
Home contacts were made by both the counselor and the principal.

The mother appeared to be cooperative.

At school

Student A's attit'I.Jde was so Er.ti:,~)cial that he spent about
one-third of his time in seclusion either in the hall or
office.

Spanking was tried but he became even more resentful.

At no time has it been necessary to use the attendance officer
as Student A's attendance has been very good.
Home conditions were such that the child felt very
insecure.

During this year his step-father in a jealous rage

killed a man and was sentenced to the penitentiary.
In 1953-1954 Student A repeated third grade with a
different teacher.

This teacher established a good teacher-

pupil relationship during the year.

Much individual help was

given and the child was complimented for trying.
in art was praised.

His ability

He was reading on second grade level.

The counselor saw the child once each week durine most of his
second year in the third grade.

The teacher still reported

that he needed improvement in all ci.tizenship i terns.
Student A was promoted to the fourth grade a.t the close
of the 1953-1954 school year.

During the following summer, the

step-father returned home for a short time and attempted to kill
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both the child and hi,.:, mother.

They were in the hospital for

some time.
Student A's attendance in the fourth grade was good
as he missed only four days of school.

His scholastic work

was poor and he still had checks to indicate improvement was

needed in these areas: listens and follows directions, starts
work on time, plays well with others, thinks of others, and
respects their rights.
Improvement has been slow but apparent.

At third grade

level this child could not have been reasoned with.
pout even when he was not being scolded.

He would

Student A is now in

the fifth grade and is still very anti-social.

He has the

habit of bullying smaller chiljren, hitting them, and treatening to get even with them if they tell on him.

At times he is

a law unto himself.
His Stanford Achievement Tests show that he has made
about four-tenths of a year's growth each year but he started
one and one-tenth year below the national norm in grade three.
According to the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test he
should be able to do low average work.

He is an under-achiever

according to test results.
The visiting counselor has not worked with Student A
during the 1955-1956 school year.

However, the classroom

teacher has established good rapport with him and has had
many individual conferences with him.

In a sociogram used
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near the end of this year, Student A was chosen by one student.
Student A asked if he might list the teacher as one of his
first choices.

The school has kept a close contact with the

home through conferences, telephone calls, and correspondence.
The school was contacted on March 7, 1956 by the County
Probation Officer.

A detailed written report of Student A's

behavior problems and scholastic achievements was prepared by
the teacher and principal for the County Probation Officer.
On May 7, 1956 the school was contacted by the Illinois Public
Aid Commission.

At present the writer and Student A's teacher

are completing a confidential school record questionnaire for
this agency.

This is in preparation for Student A's attendance

at a two week's sunmer camp.

When asked by the writer if he

would like to go to a summer camp, Student A replied, "I don't
want to go to no camp where there are a lot of bears."
Student A will be twelve years of age in August, 1956.
In all probability he will be placed in the sixth grade as it
would be a definite mistake socially for him to be with younger
children.
On June 8, 1956 the school received a communication
from the Mental Health Clinic of Macon County.

Student A had

been referred to the clinic following the Probation Officer's
receipt of the school's report.

Student A and his mother have

been accepted for treatment at the Macon County Mental Health
Clinic.
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Camp arrangements are being co:npleted by the worker
from Illinois Public Aid Co-:nmission.

The Mental Health Clinic

approves of the sununer camp placement and believes that it
will be very beneficial to Student A.
The Emotionall;i Maladjusted Child - Student B, a boy,
entered kindergarten at Mary W. French School in the fall of

1953.

His age, September 1, 1953, was four years and eleven

months.

He was neat in appearance and had good health habits.
Transition from home to school was a struggle.

He dis-

played immaturity in self-control and made a continuous play
for the center of attention.

He got into a great deal of

trouble with his peers because of his uncontrollable urge to
torment.

Examples of such behavior are: throwing sand, kick-

ing blocks over, marking on children's papers, and putting
paint on children's clothes.

He was highly excitable and had

a fleeting intention of doing what he was directed to do but
ignored it almost instantly.

He displayed emotional instabil-

ity by not knowing what he wanted to do.

He would pass from

one activity to another and not finish anything.

Even though

his behavior was erratic he was a friendly, happy-go-lucky
child.
The classroom teacher called the principal's attention
to this child's problem early in the school year.
counselor was asked to observe Student B.

The visiting

Conferences were
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held with the parents in order to better understand the child's
problem.

It was learned that his older sisters had waited on

Student Band granted his every wish.

The parents who had

hoped many years for a boy in the family had unconsciously
overprotected him.

The counselor advised the parents to see

that Student B was given simple tasks which he must finish.
It was also suggested that he be given time to entertain himself and that he not be entertained by others or permitted
to entertain them.
The principal administered the Pitner-Cunningham
Primary Test: Form A in June 1954.

The results of this test

indicated that Student B was low normal and one year retarded
mentally.
At the end of kindergarten Student B was recommended
for first grade.

When he entered first grade, he rated low

normal in total readiness on test given by classroom teacher.
Frequent colds and an allergy made his attendance irregular.
He still m11intained hls ov-e:r-friendly behavior.

He demanded

constant attention either for help with his work or just to
be noticed.

He found it difficult to discipline himself and

to establish good working habits.

He agreed with his teacher

that he must finish his work but did not put forth the necessary effort.
The visiting counselor worked with Student B again
in the first grade.

In November, 1954, the counselor advised
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the mother to seek the services of the clinic of the Institute
for Juvenile Research.
was test8d.

She made arrangements and the child

The psychologist and psychiatrist int,erviewed

the boy and his parents.
children was given.

The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for

It indicated that Student B had good

average ability and was capable of making normal progress in
the first grade.

The Clinic recommended that Student B be

handled firmly and kindly and that he should be disciplined
when he misbehaved.

Any means of discipline which would give

added attention would be likely to fail in its purpose.

In a

conference with school personnel, the Clinic agreed with the
school's thinking that Student B be retained in the first
grade.

The Clinic worked with the mother on a guidance and

educational level until May, 1955.
The child repeated the first grade but with a different
teacher.

The school attempted to carry out the Clinic's recom-

mendations.

The child is required to finish his work.

still seeks more than his share of attention.

He

According to

the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test given in October,
1955, Student B has average ability.

He reads fairly well

but not as well as he should according to test results.
The school feels that Student Band his parents need
help over and above what the school is able to give.

For that

reason the parents were advised by the counselor in a recent
conference to seek the services of a mental health clinic for
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further testing and guidance.

The Mental Health Clinic of

Macon County has been conta.cted by the parents and in all
probability the child will be accepted for treatment.

A

request has come to the school for information concerning
the child.

This information has been recorded on the School
Report Form 27 for the ~~con County Mental Health Clinic.
The Mentally SuEerior Child - Each teacher at Mary W.
French School studies the cumulative records of every pupil
assigned to her class.
and his school history.

She learns the child's test records
For those whose IQ's are one hundred

twenty or above, an enriched program is provided.

In each

classroom the supplementary books in science, mathematics,
social studies, and literature are on different reading levels.
For instance, there is some easy reading material, some average,
and some more difficult.

It is the teacher's duty to guide

these children who have superior ability in reading the more
difficult material.

In one fourth grade classrooom the

teacher obtained sixty books from the Illinois State Library
at Springfield.
reading level.
group was
level.

Twenty of these books were above fourth grade
Each child who was in this mentally superior

guided in selecting a book from this more difficult

With the variety of books and reference material the
27

see Appendix G, item 2.
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bright children can do independent reading and research.
An attempt is made to help the bright child learn to
accept responsibility, to respect the talents of other children,
and to tolerate the shortcomings of the slow-learning associates.

Many opportunities for developing leadership are

provided within the classrooms.

Group chairmen, safety patrol

leaders, and student helpers are jobs which the bright child
can do.
A more complete statement of an enrichment program
for the gifted child in the regular classroom is found in a
publication of Teachers' College, Columbia University.

Marian

Scheifele says the following about the program for the gifted:
A program of enrichment should permit each student
to delve more deeply into his fields of special interest and to give creative expression to his particular
talents; but it should also guide him to explore a
wide variety of both intellectual and non-intellectual
activ5tiEs. This philosophy applies to the education
of all chiliren, the gifted and those of average or
poor ability as well. It expresses some of the basic
aims of general education. But a greater scope and
depth of experience characterize the enrichment provided for the bright child. Providing "more of the
s;:ime" in the way of activities fails to challenge
him; the assignment of menial tasks, such as running
errands, distributing materials, computing five extra
arithmetic problems and learning ten additional
spelling words, is deadening and wasteful. New and
varied content which furnishes more intenaive contacts with people, the arts, and the problems demanding creative thought and crit,ical analysis are the
essence of the program best suited to his needs and
interests. These should be challenging to him and
should provide soil in which he can grow.
The enriched program for gifted children emphasizes social adjustment and a sense of responsibility,
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creative effort, intellectual initiative, critic~~
thinking, and unselfish qualities of leader:::hip. ·
Only once since the writer has been principal at Mary
W. French School has a child been accelerated.

Student C,

a girl, entered Mary W. French School in September, 1953, at
the age of five years and four months.
fessional persons.

Her parents were pro-

She was exceptionally bright in kindergarten

and rated superior on the Metropolitan Test in first grade.
She rated excellent on the Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Test
in first grade.

At the beginning of the second grade the

Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test was administered.

When

tested, Student C's chronological age was seven years and five
months.

The result of the test indicated that she had superior

ability.
Student C's teacher found this child a real challenge.
The parents were contacted by the school and a conference was
held.

The school suggested that Student C complete both

second and third grade work during the second grade.
suggestion was made for these reasons:

This

the child had excelled

in all her school work; she was large for her age; she was
modest, and well-adjusted socially; and she was becoming bored
even with the enriched program provided.

28

The parents considered

Marian Scheifele, The Gifted Child i!l the Regular
Classroom (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College
Oolumbia Universi-ty, 1953), p. 48.
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the suggestion and told the school to do what seemed best for
the child.

The father, a physician, did say that if social

maladjustment showed up later, they would take a year's
vacation in Europe.
At the end of the second grade, the third grade Stanford Achievement Tests was given.

Student Crated sixth grade

in all subjects except arithmetic computation in which she
rated J.4,

Her average age equivalent was eleven years.

At

the beginning of the fourth grade her ave:--age reading grade
was 7.4.

,

The battery median at this time was 6.7.

The test

result indicated a weakness in the area of arithmetic computation.

Even though the child has been accelerated one school

year, she rated first place in the range of battery medians
of the fourth grade Stanford Achievement Tests given to fortytwo fourth grade children in Mary W. French School in October

1955.
Those persons concerned will wa.tch Student C with
interest as she progresses through school.

This is considered

an unusual case as acceleration is the exception rather than
the rule.
The Slow-Learning Child - Provisi.ons are made for the
slow-learning child.

Much audio-visual materials, dramatiza-

tions, other learning materials, and first-hand experiences
are provided these children.
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Physical defects, such as poor vision, hearing loss,
and speech defects are recognized by classroom teachers and
procedures are taken for their correction.
Student D, a boy, entered Mary W. French kindergarten
in 1951 at the age of five years and one month.

He was

eo.sily discouraged and wanted his work accepted whether or
not he tried.

He

was tested by the speech correctionist and

received speech reeducation for stuttering in the first,
second, and third grades.
D>J.ring his second year in school, the visiting counselor was contacted.

She worked with Student D during his

second and third year in school.
Accordin.e; to test scores, Student D rated low normal
on the ~etropolitan Readiness Test in first grude.

The score

on the Pitner-Cunningham Primary Test given in 1953 indicated
low normal ability.

The California Test of Mental Maturity

given in grade two gave an intelligence quotient of less than
one hundred.

The battery median on the third grade Stanford

Achievement Test given in October 1954 was J.l.

In October,

1955, his battery median on the fourth grade Stanford Achievement Tests was 3. 2.

According to the results of these last

two tests, Student D had gahud

oi,~

y one-tenth of a year during

an entire school year.
During the school year 1955-1956, Student D has
experienced success at his level of performance.

He has had
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r1n underst&.nding t1::,:ith8r who has been able to guide him in
overcom:ir:g his feelings of insecurity and f..r:d lure.

eotten along much better with his peer~ and
games and acti vi ti es with his cla ssmn tes.

~

He has

cntererl into

It i :s b .., 1 i e ved that

t,hi s child wil 1 need much guidance and uriderstanding during
his entire school experience.

Child!.:.fill

~

Special Talents - The pupil's folder

has a section for recording any special talent.

The special

talents listed are: art, music, language arts, mathematics,
science, and leadershlp.

Opportunities for using and increas-

ing a child's special talents are provided in many of the school
acitivites.

Children with special music talent may partic-

ipate in the instrument.al music program offered to children

in fifth and sixth grades.

Learning to operate the movie

projector and other eudio-visual equipment cGn be done by
those children with special aptitude for this.
If a teacher notices that a child is gifted in some

line she may inquire as to whether the child is being given
special lessons.

Many children take private lessons in music,

dancing, and art.
A particular c~rne in which a child's special talent
was brought to the parent's attention is found in 3tudent E.

Student E, a Negro boy, in second grade displayed an unusual
talent in art.

A parent visiting in the room was so impressed

by his work that she offered tc do something to help the chil.d.
The child's partmtd whose income was in the lower economic
bracket was contacted.

The father of the child gave his

permission for the child to take private lessons this summer.
These lessons were made possible by a scholarship provided
by this interested mother.

Transportation is also being

furnished.
It is hoped that better use of leisure time will be
the result of recognizing and developing special talents in
the Mary W. French Elementary School.

Group Guidance
Grouping within the Classroom - Much use is made of
committee work in social studies and science.

Such committee

work provides opportunities for teachers to use group guidance.
Of course some teachers use comr,,it,tee work more than others.
Committee work also provides opportunities for developing
leaders as well as good followers.

Some children profit

greatly from working in small groups for in these the children
can frequently experience success even though their contributions may be small.
Five of the ten teachers used some sociometric testing
during the current school year.

Since a child does not function

in isolation but in an environment of other children, his
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adjustment depends largely upon his relations to others.
Sociometric testing is a means of learning group structure.

A child who is an isolate may be grouped with his first and
second choice if possible.
the same group.

Mutual choices may be placed in

Tactful interviews have been used to reveal

the reasons for the approval of some and the disapproval of
others in the class.
Grouping for arithmetic and reading is done at all

grade levels.

Each teacher assumes the responsibility for

grouping the pupils within her own classroom.

The grouping

is flexible, making it possible for a child to move from
one group to another or to work with two groups if it seems
feasible.
The scattergram which is a graphic means of showing
the achievement of pupils in relationship to their ability
to do school work was used by t.wo teachers at. Mary W. French
School during this school year.

According to Hatch, it is

possible to determine under-achievers, high-achievers, lowachievers, and over-achievers by plotting the student's IQ
test scores and achievement scores on a scattergram29.

Finding

the causes for the under-achievement is then the problem.

In

many cases these children have social and emotional problems
29 Raymond N. Hatch, Guidance Services in the Elementary
School (Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company, 195lr;-'p. 108.
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which have been contributing factors.
Orientation - Kindergarten.

At Mary W. French School

following the kindergarten registration, a getting acquainted
party is held later in the spring.

A postcard is sent to each

child asking him to bring Mother to school for a visit.

It

reads as follows:
Dear Johnnie,
You and Mother are invited to a party at school
on Tuesday, April 24, at 10:15. Please have Mother
call the school if you cannot come.
Sincerely,
Kindergarten teacher
Principal
On the day designated the mothers bring their children to the
kindergarten room where they are guests of the present class.
About half of the fifty new kindergarten children are invited
to the morning party and half to the afternoon party.

The

children sit on the rug, listen to stories, take part in
music activiti.es, and watch their host or hostess paint at
the easel or play in the sand table.

During the hour the

room mothers serve light refreshments such as ice cream and
cookies.

There is almost one hundred percent attendance at

this orientation party.

The children talk about it for days

and look forward with eagerness to starting kindergarten in
the fall.

As a result the beginning kindergarten child seldom,
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if ever, cries at leavicg Mother and starting to school.
Child New t0 Mary W. French Scho0l - Children entering
Mary W. French School during the school year both as new
pupils and as transfers wi~,hin the Dec;.1Lu.r Public Schools, find

so~e plAn of orientation.

The office staff r8gisters the new-

comer and introduces the child and his parent to the teacher.
Most teachers appoint some child to make the new pupil feel
at homEJ.

He shows the child where to hang his coat and shares

his books unti1 the child receives his.

At recess time the

host or hostess shows the child the restroom and a.ccompan.ies
him to the playground.

In case of the younger child, someone

may walk home with him and will show him the safe places to
cross the street.
In order to check the value of the orientation practices,
the writer questioned four boys and four girls from different
grades new t:J Mary W. French School.

The following quf!stions

were asked:

1.

What were you. most anxious about when you
entered a new school?

2.

What was done that helped you most?

3.

What helped you least?

4.

What could have been done to help you more?

The following answers were given to question number
one:
like?

Will the children like me?
Will the lessons be hard?

~bat will the teacher be
What kind of games will we play?

6$
Question number two was answered as follows:

having

my mother meet the teacher to see what she was like; having
someone show me where to hang my coat and where to go at recess.
The answer to question number three was:

Everything

that was done hc~lped me.
Question four was answered: Nothing more needs to be
added.
How~ Mary~. ~rench School Gain and Retain
Patron's Sup2ort for Its School Program?
Orientation Programs
An attempt to establish good public relations is
started with parents new to Mary W. French School.

An orien-

tation program is planned for the parents of the kindergarten
children.

This program is carried out on registration day

and at the time when the children are invited to school for
a get-acquainted party.

The program consists of the principal

and teacher giving useful school information to the parents
at that time.
Parents whose children are entering Mary W. French
School for the first time in other grade levels are also
given some help.

During the itterview with the parent infor-

mation such as school starting time, disrrdssal time, lunch
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hour, milk program, street crossings, size of school, and
methods of reporting pupil progress are discussed.

A bulletin30

giving pertinent tnformation is given to each parent new to
the school.

Several Parent-Teacher Association Yearbooks 31

are also kept on hand to be given to each parent new to the
school and a special invitation to the next PTA meeting is
extended.
Needless to say, all of this requires a great deal of
time.

However, the writer is convinced that the friendly

feeling toward the school and the good public relations which
result more than compensate for the time it takes.
Parent-School Visitations
Parents are encouraged to visit classes and to ask
questions concerning problems which may arise.

During American

Education Week parents are issued special invitations to visit
the classrooms.

Most teachers include a copy of their daily

program with the special invitation to visit school.

Many

parents have remarked about the friendly atmosphere of the
school.
Promotional Policies
No child is retained at any grade level without the
30see Appendix F, item 1.
3lSee Appendix F, item 3.
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teacher having talked the situation over with the parent.

All

factors are weighed and only in extreme cases is a child retained.

For the current year se1ren of the 340 children who

attend Mary W. French School were retained.

Conferences were

held with e:::ch parent long before the end of school.

Next

year these children will continue on from where they left off
this year.

However, they will be assigned to a different

teacher.
Bulletins
Regular information bulletins3 2 from the school office
and the monthly PTA bulletins)) keep the parents informed and
help to create a feeling of belonging.

Occasionally these

bulletins are mailed but usually they are sent home with the
children.

Parents look forward to the bulletins as a valuable

source of school information.
Parent-Teacher Conferences
Regularly scheduled parent-teacher conferences are
held a3 designatE:d by the guidance services committee.

Teachers

and parents alike feel that the parent-teacher conference is an
excellent basis for building wholesome relationships between
32S ee Appendix F, item 2.
33 3
ee Appendix F, item 4.
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the home an1 school.

In case of a spec

1 problem, the prin-

cipal, the school nurse, and the visiting counselor have also
been present for the conference.

The school sees the confer-

ence as a means of establishing understanding and active
cooperation with the home.

Better g:.iidance for the child

usually results.
Parent-Teacher Association
Mary W. French School has an active Parent-Teacher
Association.

nings.

It meets regularly each month on Th~rsday eve-

It has a membership of three hundred and an average

attendance of one hundred.
The Association's attitude is one of cooperation with
and assis,,ance to the school.

Room mo~~hers assi8t the class-

room teachers with the collection of book rental on the open-

ing day of school.

These roor:1 mothers also help with the

room parties during the year.
The year's activities start with nFund Night~, which
is the mor:ey ma.king pr~ject of the year.

of $849.00 was made.
from this fund.

Last year a profit,

Many thtngs are bought for tte- school

Some ex.:Hnples are: volley ball net, patrol

raincoats, and draperies for the principal's office and
teachers' lounge.

Each teacher was given ten dollars for

use in her classroom.
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Thf year's activities end with an all-school picnic
at F.sd r·view Park.

About three h'..lndred parents anrl children

attended the annual all-school picnic this year.

CHAPTER III
CONCLU::noNS AND RECOMMENDATIO~JS

From this study it appears to the writer that the
basi.c framework necessary for the implementation of an effective guidance program exists in the Decatur Public Schools.
It also seems that the effectiveness of the guidance practices
at Mary W. French School might be increased by a wiser and
more extensive use of tfie guidan~e tools favailable.

In light

of the writer's study of the guldance practices in this school,
the following recommendations for the in1provement of the
guidance program seem justified:
1.

Teachers without guidance training should avail
themselves of such training as soon as possible.

2.

Training in elementary guidance should be a part
of the inservice training for teachers.

3.

The Mary W. French School should be included on
the list of schools which are served regularly
by the visiting counselor.

4.

As rapidly as possible the class size should be
reduced to conform with the policies adopted by
the Decatur Board of Education: Standard twentyfive pupils, Maximum thirty pupils.

5.

Better use of test results should be made in
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the guidance program.

6.

Anecdotal records should be kept in a more usable
form.

7.

More and wider use should be made of available
guidance tools.

8.

The guidance program for the mentally superior
child should be greatly broadened.

9.

Plans should be developed for a systematic followup of students.

10.

The principal should plan more helpful and profitable classroom visitation programs.

11.

More faculty meetings of a supervisory nature
should be held.

12.

As finances will permit, additional professional
materials should be provided for teacher use.
It is hoped that when the recommended improvements for

the present guidance practices are made that better guidance
for every child will be the end result.

e
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PICTURE OF MARY W. FRENCH SCHOOL
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APPENDIX B
3RIEF EI ~-;TORY OF MARY W. FRENCH SCHOOL
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APPENDIX C
FORMS USED FOR A CUMULATIVE RECORD

To Parents:
Thia information will be used to start your child's school rec·ords
in the Decatur Public Schools. Please be very accurate in complet1ng it. You are requested to present a birth certificate so
that the birthdate may be verified.

ENTRANCE FORM
Decatur Public Schools
Decatur, Illinois

Da...,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 19--

~

-=-----------------~(
Pupil'• Last Name

Middle

Ftnt

Addre""
Phon°
Name as given on birth certificate if different from above.
-

-

Date of Birth 19
Place of Birth
City
Last Name

-

Month

County

or
Ftrat

,

---boy
Name you wlah pupil called In claaa

Do Not WTite In Thia Space
Record presented at school on 19----D Birth Certificate D Hospital Certificate
Identific.ation No.

ur available)

Day

State
Middle

>--~

(Signature of peraon checklnc the Information with Certificate)
Place of Occupation or Bualneaa Addrees

Bualneaa Phone

Father
Mother
Guardian
Adults living in the home. (List in spaces below. Include Father, /I.other or Guardian if they are living in the home.)
Laat Name

I

Ftrat or Middle

Relationship

Place of Occupation or Buslneaa Addreaa

Bualneea Phone

I

Children m famlly, mcludmg pupil. (List oldest to youngest)
Laat Name

First or Middle

Year of Birth

Please Indicate If working, married, or In another school.

.
I

I

Additional mformation may be put on the back o.f this section.
INFORMATION FOR HEALTH RECORD

Pupil's Nam<g----------------------:reachcr or room n u m b e r - - - - - - - - - - Name of a doctor to call in an emergenc:v:--------------------- Phont:-----Date of immunization against diphtheria .
19--booster . 19·--booster
19._ __
Date of vaccination against smallpox
19--booster
19._ __
Date of immun"ization against whooping cough •
19._ __
booster
19._ __
Date of immunization agll,inst scarlet fever
19·--booster
19._ __
Date of immunization against tetanus .
19._ __
X-ray .
19_ __
Date of tuberculin test .
19._ __
If the ;pupil has had the following diseases, please give year.
Three day measles 19-Polio . . . . 19-Measles . . . 19-Scarlet fever
. 19-Mumps . . . 19-Rheumatic fever 19-Whooping cough 19-Chicken pox.
19-Pneumonia
19-Has pupil ever worn glasses? .
Yes
D
No
D
Has pupil had tonsils removed? .
Yes
D
No
D
Name other operations or illn..,..1e11-------------------------------Use biick of this section for other information nurse should have,
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PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN TO SCHOOL

PUPIL'S
*NAM...___,---,.-.,.-----,------,---------la,t
middle
*ADORE.,...--------.----~---~--"- - - - -

_)
Na"1e you wish pupil callet It, • s
OAT
19_ _

*Phone

*Age

Day

Place of Occupation
or Business Address

Occupation

**Nome of youngest child in fpmily,_ _ _ __
Last
A relative or neighbor to call in an emergency

Year of Birth 19_·_
Fiirst or Middle

Name
Phone
•••A doctor to call in an emergency_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.,.___ _ _ _ __
Full Name
Phone
*Last school a t t e n d " " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - REGISTRATION FORM
Lost Decatur school attended (If different from o b o v e l - - - - - - - - - - - DECATUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DECATUR, ILLINOIS

Signature of person giving above informotfon__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1w----..---

-- --------- ------ ---- ---------.-- ----- --------- ---- - - -- -- -- -.. - --- -- ----...
INFORMATION FOR HEALTH RECORD

Nurse's Copy
PUPIL'S
Nf'\IVu:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
lost

first

middle

I

I

Nome you wish pupil called

•••ADORE=- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phan..__ _ _ __
•• •Contagious diseases pupil had during the post summer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• **Immunizations pupil had during the post aummer
•••Serious illnesses pupil hod during the past summer
***Dental care pupil hod during the past ummfl'.
•Nome of person to wbom nurse's notes should be sent - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - For teachen' use: Check with *(Attendance Sheet); •• (Pupil's Folder); •••(Health Rea>rd)
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PUPIL'S FOLDER
DECATUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Decatur, Illinois

Check one
~

....0

TRANSFER AND DISMISSAL RECORD

School

Teacher

0

.c:u
Days
Give destination for
Entered
Adm.
Withdrew
Present transfers; Destination
Class. Yr. ·Mo. Da. Yr. Mo. Da. in this or reason for Left the
room
schools

~

0
0

~

~
~

<

-

~
~

c...

t:,;J
~

-

<
0

t:,;J

:g
~

t:,;J

~

z.....

~
~

<
0

z

0

u

t:,;J

r.n

Out-of-town or Parochial Schools Attended

Grades
Attended

School Years

Comments (optional)

i...
QI

"'QI

i...

co
QI

.... .c:.... ....>.0
"'coA ....
... 'tSA
i...

E-4

QI

~

~

STAPLE
SIXTH GRADE
PHOTO
(if available)

_ _ _boy

<------------->
Name used In class

Middle

Flnt

Last na,me

girl

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __.,ame as given on birth certificate if different from above.
Date of
Birth 19_ _ - - - - - - - - - -Day
- Certified hY------------on 19-- - - Mo,
- - -Da,Type or r ecord
Month

Place of
Birth

,

Father.
Mother

State

County

or

City

19
Deceaaed

Middle

First

Last

19
Middle

Flrat

Last

Deceased

r:-

Adults living in the home:
Last

... ...
...cu .c:cuca .c:...cu
... .s::... ....... ....ca
cu
.c: i $ @ ~
cu "' ...
r;! c.,

First

-

+'

Ul

'1j

s

... ...
cu

i1
... 5 e
...
...

cu

.s::
+'
0

~

.c:

a-"' ... -~
vi
0

cu

<U

Language spoken
in home if other
than English

'1j

i::

ca ,::

~ Cl

t ill
till
till
till
till

-

19
19
19
19
19

Children in family, including pupil. (List oldest to youngest)
Before each name indicate relationship if known: 0 for own; H for half; .S for step; F for foster.
Year of
First or middle
Comments (optional)
Last name
Birth

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON FAMILY HISTORY
Year Mo. Da.

Comments on family status, guardianship, and other pertinent information

Teacher's Signature

4

- ~-

-

------ - -

\

KDG'N.
19
19
School Year
19
19

PRIMARY
19
19

19
19

19
19

19
19

INTERMED~Ti
19
19
19
1~
19
19
19
19\

SECONDARY
19
19

19
19

19
19

19
19

19
19

19
19

'

September 1st age

19
19

I

Administrative Class.
SPECIAL SERVICES
Speech
Visiting Counselor

'

i

l==tchologist

I

Juvenile Research
'

Division of Services
E.M.H.

Acoustically Hand.
Physically Hand.
Visually Hand.
I

SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Attendance
Illness
Physical
Emotional
Retardation
Anti-Social Habits

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Art
Music
Language Arts

I

Mathematics
Science
Leadership

Yr.

Mo.

19
19
19
19
19

19
19
19

19
19
19
19 ,
19 ·-19
in

1

Da.

Comments (if necessary to clarify above markings)

Signature

ADDITIONAL RECORD AT SECONDARY LEVEL
Pupil's Address

Phone

FATHER
Place of occupation or business address

Pupil's Address (cont.)

MOTHER
Business
Phone

Place of occupation or business address

ATTENDANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP RECORD...;.."Decatur Public Schools
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DECATUR , ILLINOIS

{
La.at Name

•

)

Middle

Flrat

Na.me used In claaa

Age Sept. 1, 19-, _ _ _ _

Addre.a
Phone

Yrs.

Direct notes to :

Mo.

Last school attende~

SYMBOLS :

Adm.
Cl&M

TEACHER

SCHOOL ENTERED

III ENTERED OJ ABSENT I] TARDY
A.IL

'

DATES (Optional)

A.IL

A.IL

P.)(.

P .M.

Mo. M

T

w

~

Th

F M

T

TRUANT

P.M .

w

Th

F M

y...-

IX I

A.M.

P.M.

ENTERBD

T

w

Da.ya
preaent
In thl•
Mo. DL room

WITHIJREW

Mo. DII,

Year

NO SCHOOL
Th

F M

T

m

A.IL

-

P.M .

Give deatlnatlon for tranofera;
destination or reftoon for.
Left the achoola.

llil

DROPPED

w

Th

F

A.)L

RE-ENTERED

P.M.

Attendance Summary
Report

1

Daya Times
Daya
to
Parent Abeent Preeent Tardy

-

2
8

4

1

5
6

-

7

~

2

8

-

--

- --

--

9

10

3

CONFERENCES (with whom)

Date

Reading
Level

Beginning Date
and Series

Beginning Date
and Series

COMMENTS (optional)

Commenta Concernins Progress (optional)

pp
p
lR
2R1
2R'
8R1
3R1

c.R
5R
6R

Recommended reading level for following year
Recommended administrative classification for following year.

Seri"'·

Total

Signature

N.D.&11&.E'-----------------------------------------------First or Middle

Lut

ACADEMIC GROWTH

SOCIAL GROWTH

f8J

Means Improvement Needed

O

Means Satisfactory
1

V- Vfll'Y good; S- satisfaetory; W -weak; U - tmaatisfactory
(compared with the other children in the room)

s

2

1

WORK HABITS
1. Listens and follows directions

READING

2. Start.a and finishes work on time
8. Does neat work
4.

2. Understands what he reads

RESPONSIBILITY
1, Doea his f8rt

1. Reads well aloud

--

3

•

3. Reads library books

,.

LANGUAGE ARTS
---Other than Reading

2. Arrives at achool on time

l. Expresses ideas clearly and freely

8. Cares for boob, materials and
school property

2, Learna and uses rules of written work

,.

2

8. Writes _plainly and neatly

COOPERATION
1. Obeys promptly and cheerfully

2. Works well with othen
3. Plays well with others

,.

COURTESY AND SELF-CONTROL
1. Is polite

2. Thinks of othen and respecta
their rights

s.
HEALTH HABITS
1. Ia neat and clean
2. Practices good health habits
3, Attends school regularly

,.

-

"·

Spella w-1.y units and words
correctly

6. Usea and spells words correctly
in sentences and stories

6.
ARITHMETIC
l. Knows number fact.a

2. Applies facts and works examples
8. Solves ator;v problems

,.

SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES

e

1. Takes part in group discussions

2. Takes part in activities
3. Understands and applies basic
ideas

COMMENTSDATE
Year

Significant comments from reports to parents or notes (parent or teacher) ; Anecdotal informaMo. Da. tion on Social or Academic Growth for all grades,

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

--

19
19
19
19
W•DCO.

~1'

SIGNATURE

e

e

DECATUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS HEALTH RECORD

ADDRE,J,J__------'------- PHON _ _ __
(Ink -

print or type

last

first

DATE OF BIRTH _ _ __
(Ink -

pencil

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PARENTS OR GUARDIAN,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
year

or type)

pencil

(pencil)

middle

day

month

DOCTOR TO BE CALLED IN EMERGENCY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(full name -

IMMUNIZATION DATES
J

Diphtheria
Small Pox (Scar?)
Whooping Cough
Scarlet Fever
Tetanus

Initial

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Polio
Searl et Fever
Whooping Cough
Measles
Mumps
Chicken Pox
Three Day Measles

I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I

pencil

COMMUNICABLE DISEASE HISTORY

Booster

J

TUBERCULIN TESTS· Oat

Neg

D

Pos

D

Date

*OTHER ILLNESS

19
19
19
19
19
19
19

DATE

I
I

I
I

I
Neg

O Pos D

I

X -Ray Date

I
I

Date

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I- - I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I

M-MASSACHUSETIS

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

S-SNELLEN

I
I
I
I

Remarks - Eye
Spec. Consulted

I

I

0-0THER

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Date/ Grade Normal
Hearing Loss
.
Slight; Med. \Severe

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I

HEARING TEST

I Grade I RVisionL IGlasses
Wears I Test
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

VISION TEST
Date

Neg

D

Pos

HEIGHT AND WEIGHT RECORD
Sept.
Height
Weight
Feb.
Height
Weight

I
I
I
I

.

I
I
I
I

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
DATE

PHON-E_ __

print in pencil)

I

I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Remarks - Referred
To Ear Spec.

I
I
I
I
I

. I
I

I

I

*CONTACT WITH TUBERCULOSIS - Frequent Colds - Pneumonia • Polio • Meningitis • Rheumatic Fever • Asthma • Epilepsy • Diabetes, etc.

D

· - - - - - - - - PHYSICAL EDUCATION -

NAM
(Ink -

print or type)

last

Date _ _ _ __

middle

first

J

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-

I
I
I
I

_I

I

Grade

J

Recommendations

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

Corrections

I Grade I

- -I
- -I
- -I

_

I
I
I
I
- -I
I

-,
-

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Date

I Grade
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I.
I
I

I.
I
I

DENTAL EXAMINATIONS
Date

J

Recommendations

NE 0

PAST AND CURRENT MEDICAL HISTORY*

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

O MODIFIED 0 .

(All In pencil)

MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS
Date

ALL

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Corrections

I
--I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I Other Information on File
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
l

I
I

I

*Follow-up for modified program- E.E.G. and reason- I.J.R. and reason- Vision - Hearing - Physical Handicaps - or illness affecting present health .

-

=

e
NAME ,

.

~

Last
NAME ON BIRTH CERTIFICATE IF
DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE

.
Middle

First

ELEMENTARY

{Used in Class)

-

CUMULATIVE RECORD CARD

'

DATE OF
BI RTH 1 9 _

,

Lo.st

First

__Certified by
Day

Month

Middle

"

Type of Certificate

PLACE OF
BIRTH
Qtu

o•

Decatur Public Schools
Decatur, Illinois

on 19

If pupil is not living with both parents, use lines below to
clarify, or give needed information about the parents or
guardian.

State

County

FATHER

Check One Jia

.
.

J?

19
Last Name

First

Middle

.;

Deceased;

0

Last Name

First

0
0

19
Last Name

Schoof

First

Teacher

Addresses

Adm.
Class.

:r
uU)

Deceased;

Middle

Yr.

ENTERED
Mo. Doy

WITHDREW
Yr.
Mo: Doy

Addresses (continued)

.

e

_,

Deceased;

Middle

GUARDIAN

.

D

19

MOTHER

Days
Present Give destination for Transfers; destinain This
lion or reason for Left the Schools
Room

'

C<

w
u..

"'z
<

....
"'

w

....:r
t::
....w

""C

<

C<

<
w

>u..

0
0

zw

., .,o
>., .!:"'
E

-c

""C
C

E l

~~

C<

.e

Addresses (continued)

'°
l\.)

e

ABILITY
TEST
RECORD

NAME
first

Lost

Adm.
Closs.

Adm. Closs. 3 through 6

Administrative Classifications Kindergarten through 2

School Year

Middle

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

9

19

19

19

19

19

19

19

PC-Pintner -Cunninghom Primary
CMM-Colifornio Mental Maturity
PGA-Pintner General Ability
TESTER

Dote
Yea,

e

TEST CODE LEITERS

Mo.

Test (See Code)

Form

Score

C.A.

M.A.

I.Q.

ITeach er, Prin.,
Psychologist, etc.I

Sept. l st Age
Adm. Class.
Days Present
Days Absent
Times Tardy

.

RECOMMENDED ADM.
CLASS. FOR NEXT YEAR
READING LEVEL AT
END OF YEAR

Report to Parents
Reading

V-VERY GOOD
S-SATISFACTORY
W-WEAK
U-UNSA TISFACTORY

l. Reads well aloud

2. Understands what he reads
3. ·Reads library books
4.
Language Arts -

Other than Reading

ACHIEVEMENT
TEST
RECORD

1. Expresses ideas clearly and freely

2. Learns and uses rules of written work
3. Writes plainly and neatly
4. Spells weekly units and words correct!"
5. Uses, spells words correctly in sentence,

Adm.
Closs.

Date
Year
Mo.

TEST CODE LETTERS
MRR-Metropol iton Reading Readiness
LCRR-Lee Clark Reading Readiness
HSRR-Horrison Stroud Reading Readiness
SA-Stanford Achievement
Test (See Code)

Form

Score

CA-California Achievement

Ed.
Grode

Percentile

Norm.

TESTER
(Teacher,
Prin., etc.)

.

6.
Arithmetic
l. Knows number fact'-

2. Applies facts and works examples
3. Solves story problems
Science and Social Studies
l. Takes part in -group discussions

2. Takes part in activities
3. Understands and applies basic idea"
I

i

APPENDIX D
FORMS USED FOR REPORTING PUPIL PROGRESS TO PARENTS

REPORT TO PARENTS

94

DECATUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Decatur, Illinois

e

Pupil'• Name

Date

School

Teacher'• Name

I. ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY-Days absent this year ---------------------------------------------·--····---···-····----------··--····-

II. HEALTH-Height-------------------------------------------------------------· Weight·-··--··----------·-····---·-······--------·····-·······--·--·-····---·-···-······-··-

Ill. SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT

IV. ACADEMIC ADJUSTMENT

TEAR HERE AND RETURN TO SCHOOL

I have received and read your report of ..................................................................... ..
Date

e

Signature ......................................................................................... .
PARENT'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

95

DECATUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Decatur, Illinois

GRADE 3

For the School Year 19,_ _ _ to 19_ __

NAME

TEACHER...._--------------------------------TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS:
The purpose of this Progress Report is to keep you informed regarding
your child's growth emotionally, socially and academically.

The letter mark (V, S, W, U) on academic growth indicates the quality
of work your child is doing. You may assume he is working at third grade
level unless the comment side of the report tells you otherwise.

If you desire further information, we hope you will always feel free
to confer with the beacher. The teachers, in turn, will welcome your written
comments in the spaces provided.
LESTER J. GRANT, Superintendent.

95

SOCIAL GROWTH
(8J

O

Means Improvement Needed

WORK HABITS
1. Listens and follows directions
2. Starts and finishes work on time
3. Does neat work

Means Satisfactory

4.

~

RF.SPONSIBILITY
1. Does his part
2. Arrives at school on time
3. Cares for books, materials and
school property

I

2

3

4

6

I

4.
COOPERATION
1. Obeys promptly and cheerfully
2. Works well with others
3. Plays well with others

4.
COURTESY AND SELF-CONTROL
1. Is polite
2. Thinks of others and respects
their rights
3.
HEALTH H4BITS
1. Is neat and clean
2. Practices good health habits
3. Attends school regularly

4.

1

~~ ~

95
.....

-

...~------.

•

'
ACADEMIC -GROWTH
V-Very Good

S--Satisfactory

READING
1. Reads well aloud
2. Understands what he reads
3.

W-Weak

1

2

U-Unsatisfactory

3

4

6

6

-·1--;...._•l-"--~--+--·t----1

- - - - 1 - - 1 - - - - , , - - - -;- -

LANGUAGE ARTS
-Other than Reading
1. Expresses ideas clearly and freely
2. Learns and ·uses rules of written
work

3.
4. Writes plainly and neatly
.,,- 5. Spells weekly units and tests
correctly
6. Uses these words correctly in
sentences and stories
NUMBER WORK
1. Knows number facts
a. Addition facts
b. Subtraction facts
2. Applies facts and works examples
3. Solves story problems

4.
SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES
1. Takes part in group discussions
2. Takes part in activities
ATTENDANCE
Days absent
Times tardy
PROMOTED TO

Grade·- ~ - ~ - - Jun~e______, 19~-

95

•
TEACHER • PARENT COMMENTS

1st Report

2nd Report

,

95

3rd Report

4th Report
Parent'a Signature

95

5th Report
P8*t's Signature

6th Report
Parent's Signature

REPORT TO PARENTS
DECATUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Decatur, Illinois

e

............................................................·- ........... -......................... ... -.... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ... ..... ......

.. ............................ --......... -- ........................ .
Date

School

Teacher'• Nam•

I. ATTENDANCE AND PUNCTUALITY-Days absent this year ..................................................................................

II. HEALTH-Height ............................................................. Weight..·-···························-···················································

111. SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT

IV. ACADEMIC ADJUSTMENT

TEAR HERE AND RETURN TO SCHOOL

I have received and read your report of....................- ................................................
Date

e

Sfgnaturt..........................................................................................

PARENT'S COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:

APPENDIX E
FOm,:s U:JED IN OF?.I=:NT AT ION PROGRAMS
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~oes

io

I

Welerime

\

The Decatur Publie Schools welcome your child
to kindergarten. Going to school will be the biggest
experience in your five-year-old child's life. This
will be his first experience in breaking home ties.
Your cooperation in making the break an easy and
pleasant one is very essential. To assist in this,
the suggestions and information on the following pages
are given. We urge you to read it, carefully, consult
it often, and te talk tc your child about kindergarten
as a delightful place to which he oan go when he is
old enough.
Your schools are genuinely interested in your
~hildls development. Because kindergarten will do
much to assure your child a happy and successful
entrance into the Primary Department, we urge that
he have a complete year of attendance in it.
Leste~ J. Grant, Superintendent

DO YOH
-?JTG"f

If your child is five years old or will be five years old on or before December 1st
of the present year, he should enter kindergarten at the opening 0£ school in
September. If he will be five between December 2 and January 1, inclusive, and you
wish ?lim to enter kindergarten you should call the Public School Office early i~
Augu&t to make an appointment for a test. I! the test results indicate sufficient
,i.taturity, he will be allowed to enter.
To facilitate accuracy in record keeping, the child's birth certificate must be seen
when he enters school. We urge that it be presented on registration day, but if not
then, by the time school starts in September.
~

KINDERGARTEN SESSIONS

?ach child will attend kindergarten for one half-day session. The morning session
:n most schools will begin at 9:00 and close at 11:30, The afternoon session will
begin at 1: 15 and close at 3, .'3 0, The younger children will attend the morning sessions, and the older children the afternoon. The value of kindergarten to your child
will depend upon his prompt and regular attendance. Please help him to form the
habit of being in school every day and being on time.

PLEASE REMEMBER
Every experience your child will have in kindergarten will prepare him directly or
indirectly for the Primary Department. His future happiness and success are affected
by regular kindergarten attendance.
While kindergarten is not compulsory according to law, we reserve the right to place
the child, when he does enter school, in the situation where he fits best, Children
who have not had kindergarten are placed in the Primary Departrn.-ent on a temporary
basis. At the end of a three week period they may be asked to tra.nsrer to kindergarten it if seems best for the child.

~******************************************
'I'

--------

A WOR:r: TO THE WISE

*
-.l'
,i,,

Does your child know

~

i

1.

His full name?

2,

His street and house number?

'I':'

t
4:

+
+

3, His telephone number?

f

4.

His age?

,

5.

The names of members of his family
and their relationship to him?

+
,&

if-

+
'I-

+

*

6. How to dress himself?

Are his boots and rubbers large e?'U'iugh,
Are articles of clothing he will take
off at school marked with his name?

+

+
?

7, How to go to and from school by himself?

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

**
...*

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*

*******************************************

e
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WHAT KINDERGARTEN HOPES TO DO FOR YOUR CHILD

Education is co;1,:>e:·11ed with the all-around development of your child, his physical,
social, emotiJnal, as well as his mental development. In order to bring about this
general development, these are the things we do in a kindergarten day, and these
are our reasons for so doing.

A PERIOD OF ~-CHOS!!! ACTIVITIES
In this period your child chooses his 01vn toys and learns to play with two or more
children of his own age. He learns to enjoy his surrQundings, to share his possessions, to play fair and respect the rights of others, to speak and act politely,
to control his temper, to give up his o~n desires for the good of the group, to
overcome his timidity, to express himself freely, and to take proper care of toys
and equipment.
A

PERIOD OF CONVERSATION

At this time the entire kindergarten group is brought together for general discussion.
Your child learns to take his part in planning the activities of the day, to express
his ideas to a large group, to listen attentively·when others are speaking, to stick
to the subject under discussion, to speak clearly, to express himself in correct
sentence form, and to develop self-confidence.
THE WORK PERIOD

In this period your child has some definite work to do in carrying out the plans
formulated by the group. He learns to stick tc a job until completed, to use and
share materials, to work with other children, to follow simple directions, to
accept criticism pleasantly, to be orderly in the care of materials, and to accept
responsibility for a job well done. This period gives him opportunity to develop
skill, initiative, and creative ability, It helps to uevelop his hand muscles
through the use of scissors, crayons, hammers, etc.
THE

REST PERIOD

Your child learns to relax and begins to establish the habit of resting after
work. At this age a child's heart is three-fourths its adult size, but his
activity is endless, Proper balance between rest and activity is very important.
Your child will probably be asked to bring to school a small rug or blanket,
marked with his name on which he may lie down. The rug or blanket. need not be
new, and should be just long enough for him.

Tsi'v"SIC tND ART

Your child grows in acquaintance wi~h and enjoyment of music through experience in
si.r.gi;1g, listening and rhy-:hmic response.
He learns to use the differe::rt materials for art expression; paint, crayons, chalk,
clay, etc,, and to express his ideas through the use of these materials.
RHYTHMS ANt GAMES

This period develops your child's sense of rhythm, helps him coordinate and control
his large body muscles, and affords him opportunity to express his ideas creatively
through body motion, Through games he learns to follow simple directions, and he
establishes the habits of fair play and good sportsmanship,

A large part of this period is spent in developing an extensive background of knowledge through trips about the school building and in the near vicinity, and through
materials brought into the school room. Your child acquires a rich fund of information about the plant and animal life of this community, about the types of community
work being done here, and about the people who do this work. His curiosity is arou..."Bd,
his int~rest in, and awareness of the world about him is stimulated, and his vocabulary is enriched and extended. Little by little te acquires the background of
meanings and information so necessary as a preparation for beginuing readinga
THINGS TO WATCH FOR

Good health habits are formed in the home.
They are strengthened in the school. These are habits to watch for.
1.
2.
: .,
:.+•

S.
6.

Does your child keep his hands away from his face and body?
Does he keep his fingers and other foreign materials out of his mouth?
Can he go to the toilet without help, and use the lavatory properly?
Does he cover his mouth when coughing or sneezing?
Does he use a mndkerchief when necessary?
Is his posture good? Does he walk, stand, and sit 'CQrrectly?

Medical and Dental Exam.ina,tions

e

1,

Children who enter kindergarten in September will be required to have the
medical and dental examinations completed before entering school,

z.

The medical record form. will bl"l given to pa.rents on the day of kindergarten
registration. It is important that parents make an appointment with the family
physician and dentist immediately. The completed records will be due on or
before May 9, and should be sent to the School Health Center, 252 West North
Street on or before that date.

3.

This early examination will allow time for follow-up on advice of the physician
and dentist for correction of physical defects and immu..~izations before the hot
weather. These corrections should be recorded on the form attached to the
medical record form and signed by the physician and dentist. This report of
corrections can be sent to the School Health Center, 252 West North, or given
to the teacher on the fiPst day of school.

4,

Gro~p medical and dental examinations will be given in May f£.!. those children
whose parents are financially unable to pay. Ask about this on registration day¥
If you are interested sign the elip asking for assistance.

5.

There will be no group immunizations in schools. Your child should be protected
against diseases which are preventable. Immunization against small-pox, diphtheria a.nd whoopir~g cough are important, not only in protecting your child, but
also in protecting your community against epidemics. Ask your physician for
these preventive measures. If you ca.nnot afford these services, take your child
to the clinic at the Decatur and ¥J.B.con County Hospital any W~dnesday at 3:00P,M.
Communicable Diseases

l.

School childre~ should be kept a.t home at the first signs of a cold or sore
throat.

2,

Phone the school when your child is absent a.nd report the cause of absence.

J.

The

family should report all contagious diseases at the on set of the disease,
as follows: If you live in the city of Decatur, call City Health Department
2-8561. If you live in Decatur township but out of city limits, call Township
Health Physician, phone 8-2531, If you live outside of Decatur township, call
School Health Department, phone 2-6635.
You will need a permit, from one of these departments for your child to return
to school. Reporting at the onset will cause less confusion when he/she is
ready to return to school •

•

HC1! £A}! 'WE ~ ' l

This is the question asked by so many
parents, Here are ways in which you
can be o f ~ help.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10~
11.
12.

13.

14.

•

As a.

parent with a child eligible for· kindergarten,
the
school in the district where he lives.
Teach your child to dress himself, and then allow him to do so.
Bu.y boots and rubbers which are larse enough.
Mark with 'firs name, each article of clothing which your child takes off in
school.
Develop~ ~-relianc~ by allowing~~ come and K2 t o ~ ~ EX himself.
Help him to form the habit of coming home imnediately from school.
Teach him traffic and safety rules and the importance of obeying the traffic
officers at school,
Teach and encourap.e him to speak distinctly and correctly. Do not permit
baby talk.
Read good books and stories to him, and er..co11rage him to retell his fa vori tee,
Sing to him, encourage him to sing to you, and help him grow in ability to
carry a tune in pitche
Do not stay in kindergarten on the opening day. If you do, your child will
cling to you. Give him this opportunity to get acquainted with other children
and with the teachers.
Do not visit kindergarten during the first month of school. After that, come
often. You will always be welcome.
Read carefully all notices '\'\hich are sent home and return them when asked to do
SOs

Send a written excuse each time your child has been acaent or tardy.
15.., Keep your child at home at the first signs of a cold or sore throato This could
be th~ beginningofacontagious dise~ Cali the sciioor-and report why you
are keeping him out. The child should remain at home until symptoms have disappeared.
16. Ee ~ the school knows ~ you ~ ~~ 1·eached in ~ of !.!! ~xne.!~.
Parents who work should make an arrangement with tne teacher so s •...J will know
whom to contact.
17. ~ minimum of one conference will be held sometime during the school year with
the parent or parents of each child, In addition a minimum of one written
report will be sent home sometime during the year.
18. Encourage your child to share his toys, pets, and books by bringing them to
kindergarten.
19. Join the Parent-Teacher Association, and take part in school activities,
~o. Encourage your child's participation in school activities.
~l. Teach your child the names and values of the ooins he brings to school. He
will enjoy having his own change purse to carry when needed. He should not
bring money unless the school calls for it.
Call up and make an appointment with the kindergarten teacher if you have
questions with regard to your chil~

23,

Let your child know that you are iaterested in what he is doing at school.
Ask him about his kindergs.:-te:J da.y. Hang up the pictures he brings home or
bsp them in a s•:re..i:;b..:,okl.

24.

Share experiences with your child. Take him to the farm, to the post-offioe,
on fishing trips, etc, Talk to him ~s you would to an adult friend, He
lacks experience and it is yor.r pr:l.vilege to give it to him.

25. Give your child work to do at home and expect him to do

it,
care of his toys, help with the dishes, rake the lawn, etc~

26...

He should take

Above all, remember that your schools are genuinely interested in your
child I s development. Be eure he has a complete year of k:i nderga1·ten. It
·will do much to assure him a happy and successful ent.ranoe into the Primary
Department.,

--- -

-ii-Book List for Pa.rents

__._.....__

!2.,~ Are

Aldrich, Charles A.

-

Anderson, J. Eo

~PPl

~

Beinss

Childhood

Parents ~ ~ ~-School Child

Blatz, W. E.

Blat,z,, 11'. E. and Bott, Helen
Boettiger, Elizabeth

--

--

~ Manag~ ~

Young Children

ChiJdren'~ Play

Fisher, Dorothy and Gruenberg, Sidonie --

~

Children

-~------

Fisher, Dorothea Canfield -- Fa.bles for Parents
Dixon,

c.

M.

High,

-

~ ~ Deep

Gruenberg, Pidonie

~.s the Parents

Jenkins, Gladys G.

These~ Your Children

J{awin, Ethel

* All

--

Tbe

~

Choice of Toys

of the above books are on the shelves of the Leca.t,1:r P:.iblic Library.

STUDENT 'S PERSOI\!AL EECORD

e

N~me
1.

School

------

last
First
Middle
Attendance (If student has been absent or tardy frequently, indicate reason)

2, fiealth and Phys.1.~~ De!ects (Mention t.hoae that in any way might a.ff eot. this
student Is conduct or personal adj uetme:.1t.)

3,

~ Cond~. tio;;1s (Answer "Yes II or HNo u)

Is the home

cooperative?

Is heme interested in the student ts work?

Indicate unusual home relationships that might i.nfluence student

40 Social relations fill5! .£.ibi.zans~·ii;e (If unusual~ make b:rief statemen:c. a::1d ir:.dics:t.o
nature and reason for such conduct, if possible,)

5~ ~ habits (Check correct ones)
Gets to work immediately
Concentrates well · - completes what he begins
~ works accurately _____ is able to work out pro~lems alone _____

t:~

~r!'!ona.lity traits

fillf!

emotional stability

(Unusual characteristics that

modify his behavior for good or bad)

7o Special ~e~ E£ aEtitudes (ways in which student has done commendable work
or distinguished himself as a 5Chool citizen)

Sa

Travel,~ home information teacher considers valuab~

/

/

OPTIONAL

CHECK ANY WHICH YOU HAVE OBSERVED IN THE CHIID

~Tactful in giving criticism ___Nail Biting

____Grima.ees

-

-

-

Works well with others

_ _Temper tantrums

Courteous to others

--Ur.necessary blinking

_'::'akes criticism. well

____ Thoughtful of others
_Shows appreciation
_Denies failure

--

Worry over failures

_ _ Shov1ng and pushing

FE>ar!ul

:.1 •
_ _'l'in1...1.a

____ shunned by oth~rs

_vomiting

_Bluffs in class

--Inattentive
--Tattles

~Solitary and lonely
____ sleepiness and fatigne

_Lying

stuttering

_stealing

_Truancy

_ _Bullying
_Destructi n•·

---

Daydreams
Excitabl~
Acts

II

Quarrelsome

--Profanity

_Selfish

~--Friends are you.,g

_others

--Friends are elder --

_Jittery
Cheats

SIGNIFICANT ANECDOTAL RECORDS

smart 11
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e
Mar
520

w.

w.

Frenoh School
Woo4 treet

JO THE SUBS,TITUTE TEACHER~
Welcoae to Mary Wo French Schoolo Your servioes are important ani
appreci 9 tea o Introlluce yciurself to other teachers D they ere reaiy
to give you inform~tion ani ~ssistanceo
Mrs., Geneveve Hooi

Miss
Mrso
Mrso
Mrso
Mrso
Mrso
Mrso
M~s.

Mrs.

Pauline Piohciarz
Bonita Cole
Lizzie Jonnson
Beulah Helfers
Lois Shea
Ruth Goforth
Davis - Ch.Qrlene
Armstrong - Nancy
Ellis Soberer

Grade K
Graie 1
Gra.<"le 1
Gr~.a.e 2
Graee 2 & 3

Gracie)
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5

First floor
ff

11

Southwest basement
Northeast b9sement
First floor
Second Floor
n

II

"
rt

First -floor
Second. floor

Oracle 6

Your specific cooperation 1s askei 1n th1~ following;
First

that your name ana telephone number are left in the office
before you go to your rcomo

See

Second You are to suostitute for------~·~---~----------------------

0.te
Third

Your ~ssignment for playground supervision "ocilay will be .s followsp

Note: If you ~re here after toi~y, please consult the sche«ule
onthe bulletin boari 1n school office for .rour ass1gnmentso
Fourth Please check your
ilbox in the office several times itail.y for
any special announceaents ant notieeso
Fifth

The teacher 9 s daily program will be given to youo Please follow
it as closely ~s possibleo The ohiliren in your group know their
d.aily program sncl aot1vitieso· The prinoipa will advise with
you conoern1n,; which activities may be carrie4 on uring the absence· of
the regular teachero
Keep careful check of ~bsences for r ch hali c~y of school. The
school nurse is in our buil8ing on FridayA~Mo
If you wish a
chili to see the nurse at this time, pleasd send a report form
to the office.
Speecn. te:.1oher is in the builiing on Tues ay & :.&. hursiay P .M·o
1

Seventh

If in loubt concerning proceaure . . o~ll or se~a
note
to the off1oeo The principal and secret ry are there
to mQke your work as suooessful as possibleo

Eighth

If the principal visits your room, o not stop your
work. If she wishecl to speak to you, or _ ke an
a:m'lOU11cement to the class she will make it knowno

Ninth

P\ea~e le2ve outline or summary of work coverea
f~r the d.y. an~ .ny notes you deem necessary to be
helpl'.'ul for the regular te&oher.

Tenth

You will be told before you leave if you a re to
return the next ay. In oase we are not sure at
iismissal time, you will be not1f1e~ by the Public
School Office or celled by the principal, if you r~
to return for this assignmento

Hazel He Dunivan,
Princ~pal

e

APPENDIX F
BULLETINS FOR PUBLIC RELATIONS
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MARY W. FRENCH SCHOOL NEWS
September 16, 1955

Welcome back to Mary W. French after a nice long ve.02.tion.
I'm sure youtll be interested to know that WG have 4 new
teachers with us this year. If you haven't already met th~m
you will me given that opportu..~ity soon.

MARY W. FRENCH FACULTY
Our faculty is as follows:
Kindergarten

. .

.

•

Grade 1
Grade l

Miss Paulino Pachc1arz

.

Gr2de 2
Grsde 2 & 3

•

Gr2de 3
Grado 4

•

.

•

•

•

•

.

•

. .
.
•

.

•

•

Mrs. Bonita Cole
Mrs. Lizzie Johnson

•

•

. .
. .
. . .
. .

Grado 5
Grade 5

Mrs. Gen0veve Hood

.

Grade 6
Nurse

Speech Correctionist
Secretary
•

Principe.l

•

•

•

Mrs • .Gois Shea
Mrs • Ruth Goforth
Mrs . Ne,ncy Armstrong
Mrs • Charlene Davis
Mrs . Ellis Scherer
Miss Dorotha

-qi

J.

•

Dean

Miss J2mc:t Goldner
•

Custodian

Mrs. B-~ulah Half ars

. .
. .

Mrs . Dorothy Allinson
Mr. Pe.ul

w.

Mrs .. Hsz0l

Hancock
H•

Dunivan

2.

TIME SCHEDULE
School hours are the s2me RS lRst year.
like to clip this and seve it.

Perhaps you'd

A.M.

First Bell
Kindergarten dismissal
11
First Grade
II
General

8:40
11:15
11:15
11:45

Check this time

P.M.

First Bell
First Grade Dismissal
11
Kindergarten
General
n

1:10
3:00
3:30
3:30

Check this time

We n0ed your help - We are sure tho.t you want the best
supervision for your boys and girls both in the classroom
and on the ple.yground. In order for us to be on the job,
when the children 2cre c.t school, we think it best that children
do not arrive at school before 8:30 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. Two
teachers are on duty on the pl~yground from 8:30 - 8:40 A.M.
nnd from 1:00 - 1:15 P.M. and at all recess periods.

MARY W. FRENCH PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION
We hope that you will become 2, me:r.i.ber of our P.T.A. and
that you will plcm to attend some or all of our P1eetings.
The P.T.A. officers are:
President

Mrs. Fr2.nk Wiley

Vice President

Mrs. N2lson Jack

Historian

Mrs. Willian K2rnns

Secretary

Mrs. Paul Ellis

Corresponding Secretary

Mrs. Fred .Miller

Treasurer

Mrs. Ch,3ster Biehldr

Our first P.T.A. Meeting is Plew Nite, Sept<,mber lQ.
Please mr:rk the date and w2.tch for furthor announcements.
H2z0l Dunivan,
Principal
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BULLETIN
April 19, 1956

EARLY DISMISSAL

All cl~sses will be dismissed at 2:JO on Monday,
April 23, 1956. This is bei~g done in order that
the teaching staff may ott:::md. an Art workshop.

1. The school office hes rcc~iv2d s2v~r~1 calls
conc2rning children who d
flowers E.nd welk
through yards. Porhaps £ caution from home would
help ,:=:mphasize the one; giv(~n
school in th
matter.

2. Many children Ere coming to school too early
both in the mornings 2nd at noon, f~tr..91 -q_rot2ction
and plcwgroun_Q, §..1.:1-Dcrvision ""tPrt at 8.;lO und at l;OO.
Children should not b2 on the: plnygrou.nd b,2fore that
time.

The clos

date for school is June 5 at 12:JO.

Hazel Dunivan,.
Principal
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PARENT-TEACHER ASSOCIATION
will meet on

7:JO P.M.

April 19
at

Mary W. Fr;,)nch School
MUSIC ACTIVITIES

First gre
children und2r the direction
of their tench0rs, Mrs~ Bonita Cole and
Miss Pr:ulino Pachcie~rz j will pr0scnt songs
and rhythms.

SPEAKER

"Muscular Dystrophy, Rheumctic Fever, and
Cerebral Palsy - Whet are they?" by
Dr.
lson Jack.

Child care will be provided for
childr2n of first gr2dc age or u~der.
Mrs. Betty Wiley,
P.T.A. President

We wish to express our apprec12tion for the large
numb.:;r who voted in Saturday's 21-::ction. It showed
a d:::ep intarc:;st in c:nd conc:::rn for your schools.

H2zel Dunivan,
Principal

APPENDIX G
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
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SCHOOL REPORT

~'

~,/\~j//'

INSTITUTE FORf;~::ILE RESEARCH'
901..cSeath Weleett f..VQJ].Ue
Chiea8@ ll:. Iflineis

I.

,::!·;:?-'''

._:·~.r

,,, · /q

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION
_ _ _ _ _ _School_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name.._ ____ _

Grade_____

Date of birth_ ________________ How long has he attended your school?
Previous schools attended__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Skipped, repeated grades _ _ __
IL

If child presents problems, please describe_

- - - - - - .. ---------------·-----------------·-----

.....

__ _

III. STANDARDIZED TEST RESULTS
Intelligence
Date

Name of test

C.A.

M.A.

I.Q.

Examiner

-----·---------------,,-----------------,---------------

Achievement
Name of test

Date

Grade placement

Examiner

- - - - - - --------------!!----- -------------1------------

IV.

ACHIEVEMENT IN SCHOOL SUBJECTS.
Very good

-

--·---------

Average

(List subjects)
Barely passing

Failing

2

Do you think child is working up to his mental capacity?
What special placement or help has he had?
correction, Tutoring in_

.

(Underline) Ungraded, sight-saving, special class, remedial reading, speechtl
·-• Other (specify)-----·------·-------------------

What special provisions would you recommend? .(Check)
Other special placement (specify) _ _ _ __

Repeating grade_ _ _Ungraded division
Special help i,,_____________

Is there someone who can give him special help? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Who? _____________________________________________
V.

SCHOOL ADJUSTMENT
1.

Classroom behavior
Does he seem to like school?
How does he react to success?
How does he react to failure? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Check any of the following which apply:
Restless or overactive
Excitable
Inattentive
Difficulty in concentrating
Oversensitive
Overly serious or sad
Daydreams
Sullen or Sulky

2.

Temper outbursts
Selfish
Disturbs other children
Quarrelsome
"Tattles"
Acts "smart"
Destructive
Steals
Lies

Group Participation (check any of the following which apply):
Seeks opportunity to do things with other children
Isolates himself from other children
Appears to be accepted by group
Appears to be a leader
Appears too easily led
Does not get along with opposite se .
same sex____ _ _ __
Teases other children or interferes with their activities.

3. Attitude toward authority (Underline)
Excessive demands for Teacher's attention, submissive, defiant, impudent, shy, fearful, stubborn, overly anxious
to please, cooperative, attendance problem.

4. Personal Habits and Health:
Vision

Hearing

Handedness (R,

L,

Mixed)

Personal hygiene (describe)------·--·-···-·--·--------------·-· · - · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
Absence for illness (underline) frequent, seldom, none
Nervous habits ( l i s t ) - · - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3

••

FAMILY
1.

Do other children in the family attending your school present problems (Amplify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2.

Please-add any information about this child's home or family relationships which might have bearing on his attitudes
and behavior, and add any suggestions for improvement of his behavior and adjustment.

Signature-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Title_·-----------Date· ----··---·-------

Name of Principal=-.---··-----·-····-·-Address of School:._ _ _ _ _ __

e

·---·--·--
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This inforrpation 11!. confidential

SCHOOL

BEPf'IRT

Mental Health Clinic
23cc North Edward
necatur, Illinois
Telephone

8-4371
nate:

Name:

Address:

School:

-----------------

Birthdate:

Age:-·-

Grade:.

Length of attendance at your school:
··.,·,i.oue schools:

------'-· ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -

.: n~ s:::-tbe school :problems:
1

·''- ~ievcment in subjects (list subjects):
Yery Gcod
Average

Star..:1Ar5.zed

~

B8rely ·Prss:i.ng

Failtng

Results

Teat

I?iJ':'1:i;IJ..IGENCE:

Name of

A CETli:"VEMENT:

NA me of Test

Date

· Besult.s

Grade Placement

Examiner

Examiner

Do you think child is working up to his cape.city?
What .e.pecial help has he had) or needs?
Does he seem to like class work?

Row deee he react to success or failure?
What is his attitude toward teachers?

--------------------

-----------------------

What is his attitude toward other pupils?
What nervous habits have you noted?
Is he frequently absent or tardy?

Are there other children in the family that present school problems?~~~~-

~nat have the :parents done in respect to his school adjustment?

---·-------------------------------------Other remarks :

Please send summary of other significant psychological findings.

Signature
Title
Principal
School address

I
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Schoo] _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T r a i n i n g_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Grade or

Statement Prepared b Y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date of Last Growth P a t t e r , ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Decatur Public Schools
Decatur, Illinois

for the study and stimulation of good teaching, supervision, and
administration in the public schools of Decatur, Illinois.
The short form of the growth pattern may be used by any tenure teacher or
principal supervising such teacher as a substitute for a regular growth pattern.
When used in this manner, constant reference should be made to items listed in
the complete form. The form may also be used by any teacher, principal, or
supervisor at any time that a supplemental statement is desired. All copies are
to be prepared in triplicate so that one copy may be sent to the superintendent,
one may be kept in the principal's office, and one may be kept in the teacher's
own file.
( Short Form Adopted 19 55)

Good teaching, supervision and administration include these responsibilities:
I.

Growing in knowledge of child development, teaching techniques, and instructional materials.

II.

Making increasingly effective the application of his knowledge of children and the learning process.

III.

Combining functional understanding of children and scholarship in his chosen field in such a way as
to promote rapid, permanent, and worthwhile learning.

IV.

Developing and enriching his personality.

V.

Working actively and Cooperatively with all members of the staff toward the development of the best
educational practice.

VI.

Working actively and cooperatively with all agencies toward the furtherance of community welfare.

Signature of Teacher

Signature of Principal
Date_____________________
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Schoo1-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Training_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Statement Prepared

bY-----------------------------------

The Decat11r Public Schools
Decatur, Illinois

·~·

for the study and stimulation of good teaching, supervision, and
administration in the public schools of Decatur, Illinois.

It shall be the policy of the Decatur Public Schools to employ the best professional

personnel available and, through a program of guidance to develop that personnel
and through it, the educational program, in order that each child of Decatur may
be given the best opportunity modern educational practice can offer.

It shall be the goal of the teaching, supervisory and administrative staffs to help

each child to grow up to the limits of his educational capacity and, at the same
time, to help him to develop an integrated personality and a feeling of responsible
citizenship.
The purpose of this growth pattern shall be to stimulate good teaching through
constructive criticism. It shall be kept continuously in mind that no teaching
is either good or poor in an absolute sense and that no teacher can ever afford
to neglect an idea for improvement. It shall also be kept in mind that a worthy
administrator is an administrator who inspires his teachers to constantly better
teaching. Just as it is to some degree teacher failure when a child fails, so it
is, to some degree, administrator failure when a teacher fails.
Standards included in this instrument shall be continuously assessed in relation
to the degree to which they further these goals.
(Date of Adoptlon-1948. Revised-1950)

DIRECTIONS FOR APPLICATION OF GROWTH PATTERN
1. At least once every two years (at least once a year for teachers who have not established tenure),

after adequate observation throughout the interval since the previous growth patern, an appointment
relative to teacher growth shall be arranged between the principal and teacher.

2. At least a week before the appointment the principal and the teacher shall have at hand copies of the
inventory. Each shall thoughtfully fill out his copy in triplicate according to his honest opinion of the
teacher's work. Sub-topics listed under each heading are designed to serve as suggestions and are not
to be considered as either eliminating other comment or requiring that comment be made on all of
these headings or sub-topics. Following the first Growth Pattern reference may be made to previous
Growth Patterns to avoid unnecessary duplications. Not less than 48 hours before the interview, the
teacher and principal shall exchange copies.
3. Having studied the inventories carefully, the conferees can then discuss intelligently the work in ques-

tion. During the interview the principal and teacher shall go over both copies with the principal acting
as master teacher guiding the teacher toward the best possible teaching.
4. Any differences of opinion shall be noted as such-each respecting the other's integrity. Such differences shall be mentioned under "Comment" at the bottom of each section of the "Growth Patwrn" or
shall be summarized on the supplemental sheets at the end of each copy of the "Growth Patwrn."

5. Both the teacher and principal shall sign each of the six copies. Signing acknowledges having read
the statements but does not necessarily indicate agreement.
6. A supplemental statement may be prepared in triplicate at any time if the teacher, principal or supervisor so desires.
7. In the case of elementary teachers, the Elementary Supervisor may add supplementary comments if
she desires. Such comments shall be added to all three copies. In the case of secondary teachers, the
Assistant Superintendent shall be afforded the same opportunity to make comments. When this has
been done the three copies shall be returned to the teacher and principal for consideration. The principal will then keep one copy, return one to the teacher and forward the third copy to the superintendent's office where it shall be filed in that teacher's personnel file.

8. If it becomes apparent in the opinion of the principal that dismissal of a tenure teacher might be
necessary, such shall be stated as a supplemental statement in the Growth Pattern. Except in extreme
cases, this notification shall take place at least a semester before dismissal. In the event of a second
notice of this nature the principal shall state what steps have been taken to help the teacher remedy
his deficiencies or delinquencies. In case of actual dismissal, except in emergencies, notice must be
prepared in triplicate and filed with teacher, principal and superintendent before April 1.

Dates of Visit:
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THE PATTERN
Good teaching, supervision, and administration include these
responsibilities:
I. Growing in knowledge of child development; teaching techniques; and instructional materials. The

educator, who is doing so:
1. Frequently takes school-year or summer school courses in his special field and in the field of
general education.

2. Is an active member of one or more organizations devoted to his field and to general educational
problems.
3. Studies carefully journals, yearbooks and proceedings published by organizations in his special
field and in the field of general education.
4. Frequently attends meetings held by organizations in his special field.
5. Frequently reads new books and other material dealing with his special field and with the field
of general education.
6. Frequently capitalizes on community facilities in his special field and in the field of general education.
7. Travels.

Comments and Suppo1·tlng Evidence:

Suggestions for Growth:
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II. Making increasingly effective the application of his knowledge of children and the learning process.
The educator, who is doing so:
1. Knows the history and present status of children in the class, and is a keen observer of the interests, moods, values and goals of children.
2. Frequently records and shares information on children with other teachers, is frequently counselled
with by others who are trying to understand a particular child, and is helpful in group discussions
of children.
3. Is fully aware of the importance of physical, emotional and sociological factors in the behavior
of children.
4. Is keenly aware of individual capacities and needs of children and adjusts readily to them.

5. Is kind, sympathetic and patient with children.
6. Works equally effectively with children of both sexes.

7. Employs tactful, positive and constructive methods with children.

8. Is chosen by children as an arbitrator, leader, supervisor, and advisor. Children talk easily to him
about any problem and are impressed by his respect for their opinions. Children think him
"reasonable."

Comments and Supporting Evidence:

Suggestions for Growth:
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III. Combining functional understanding of children and scholarship in his chosen field in such a way as
to promote rapid, permanent, and wodhwhile pupil learning. The educator, who is doing so:
1. Formulates appropriate objectives and plans his course, taking into account the interests, abilities
and needs of his pupils.
2. Stimulates cooperation of pupils in formulating objectives and plans.
3. Is intrinsically democratic and cooperative.
4. Activates pupils' interests in subjects to produce a mastery of facts, skills and generalizations.
5. Constantly appraises his course and methods and adjusts his practice in order to help pupils
overcome their difficulties and eliminate their weaknesses.
6. Controls to the best of his ability the physical conditions within the room.
Comments and Supporting Evidence:

Suggestions for Growth:
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IV. Developing and enriching his personality. The educator, who is doing so:

1. Demonstrates integrity through consistency of action, fairness, sincerity, honesty, proper standards
of conduct and willingness to act on a basis of moral convictions.
2. Is punctual and dependable.
3. Impresses others favorably with reference to manner. (Poise, self assurance, friendliness, pleasant
voice and sense of humor.)
4. Impresses others favorably with reference to general appearance, dress and grooming. (ls socially
attractive, has good physical health, and cheerful disposition.)
5. Demonstrates emotional control and stability. (Meets problem situations with rational attitudes
and behavior-shows emotions only at appropriate times-exercises patience, tact, and good judgment.)
6. Seeks opportunity to develop one's self as a participating member of adult society.
Comments and Supporting Evidence:

Suggestions for Growth:
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V. Working actively and cooperatively with all members of the staff toward the development of the best
educational practice. The educator, who is doing so:

'

1. Participates in extra-curricula and other school activities.
2. Shares responsibility for formulating and administering school policies.
3. Foregoes personal benefits when group benefits are involved.
4. Finds time for cooperative activity on general educational problems.
5. Gives careful attention to completeness of essential records.
6. Emphasizes care and economy of school supplies and property.
Comments and Supporting Evidence:

Suggestions for Growth:
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VI. Working actively and cooperatively with all agencies toward the furtherance of community welfare.
The educator, who is doing so:
1. Shows friendliness and poise in dealings with parents and the general public.

2. Participates in community life and accepts some leadership.
3. Exercises his right as a well informed citizen; has a civic and social consciousness.
Comments and Supporting Evidence:

Suggestions for Growth:

Signature of Teacher
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Signature ·of Principal

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENTS

-·--· ....----~ " - - - - - - - - - - - - Signature of Teacher

---·---·---·-·-"·---

Signature of Principal

Date
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SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENTS

Signature of Teacher
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Signature of Principal

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENTS

Signature of Teacher

Signature of Principal
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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